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Black e n rollment hurt

by early cut-off date
By MIKE BURKE

Administration editor

Grq.nd Canyon it ain't

The Charleston city council, as a whole, reteased a statement Thursday
outlining plans for repairing or replacing the Lake Charleston dam. Reports by
Hanson Engineers Inc. of Springfield have yet to be received by the city and a
special commission on the dam will be appointed next week, said Chris
Bezruki, executive assistant for the council. The council will also be in
terviewing four applicants for the city engineer's post which has been vacant
since E.O. "Buddy" Reed resigned last year.

A cutoff date for accepting
freshman applications, which Eastern
has already informed high schools
may be imposed in the near future,
would probably have an adverse affect
on black enrollment here.
Freshman applications are up 14
percent from last year, so Eastern's
Admissions Office recently sent a
letter to high school guidance
directors in the state informing them
that the university may impose a
cutoff date. The letter also advised the
guidance directors to inform students
interested in attending Eastern to
apply as soon as possible .
Because black students traditionally
apply late, Eastern administrators
said imposing a cutoff date in the past
has hurt the university's black
enrollment.
According to past articles from the
Daily Eastern News, the university
last imposed a cutoff date for ac
cepting freshman applications on Feb.
1, 1982 , for the fall semester the same
year. Eastern also imposed a cutoff
date for the fall semester one year
earlier, on Feb. 1 7 , 1 98 1 .
Enrollment records received from

the Office of Planning and Budgeting
show that black enrollment in the- fall
of '81 fell from 598 students the
previous year to 533, and then fell
again in '82 to 451 black students
enrolled at Eastern.
Johnetta Jones, director of Afro
American Studies, said the ap
plication cutoff date was a factor in
the decrease in black enrollment at
that time, but she said there were also
other factors.
. "The situation is not the same now,"
Jones said. At that time, Eastern was
having trouble keeping an active
recruiter in the Chicago area, and that
also had an in: pact, she said.
Jones said imposing a cutoff date
now would still have some effect on
black enrollment, but now that
recruiters are in place in Chicago and
throughout the state, it will not be as
bad.
She added that Eastern's newly
formed partnership with Percy Julian
High School, an all-black school in
Chicago, will benefit the university
because counselors there will make
sure those students will be informed if
a cutoff date is imposed.
Eastern President Stanley Rives
(See BLACK, page 14A)

tore owner brings Lotto luck to Charleston
White Hen owner Bill Helland, who
the pleasure last year of telling a
ttoon woman that she was a
"lionaire , has brought his illinois
tto luck to Charleston.
The owner of two White Hens-one
Charleston and another in Mat
n-was able to confirm for another
tomer that she had struck it rich
"th a Lotto ticket purchased in his

Charleston store, 200 E. Lincoln Ave.
Two spokesmen for the Illinois
Department of Revenue confirmed
late Thursday that Barbara Kessler,
53, of Ashmore, won $352 ,500
picking all six numbers-3-9-16-1829-35-in Wednesday's game.
Kessler was one of four persons to
win in Wednesday's game and will
receive her winnings in one lump sum .
At Helland's other store last Oc
tober, Patsy Stephens of Mattoon won

stallment plan poses problems
Verna Armstrong, vice president of
inistration and finance, said she
doing all she can to initiate a plan
owing students to pay spring
"tion in two installments.
The proposal, which would allow
dents to pay a portion of their
ring tuition before leaving for
ristmas break, and the remaining
ount upon returning from break,
s presented to Armstrong by
mbers of the Faculty Senate and
e Student Senate in September, Dr.
"chard Goodrick of the political
·ence department said.
The proposal would only apply to
ring tuition fees, and would most
ely never have any effect on fall
"tion, Armstrong said.
This is because it is more difficult
r students to come up with funds in

December than in the summer
months, Armstrong said.
The initial proposal was not passed
in the fall because of a lack of funding
and a need to research the issue
further, Armstrong said.
Although Armstrong would like to
see the plan go into effect by next
spring, there are several problems
that must be taken into consideration
before a decision can be made.
The University does not have
sufficient staffing to accommodate
the needs of this type of installment
plan, Armstrong said.
If students are paying tuition in two
installments, the number of tran
sactions will be doubled. The state will
not provide the additional funding
necess ary to meet this type of staffing
needs, Armstrong said.
Another problem could occur if the
(See INSTALLMENT, page 14A)

Drake drops EIU

women

Panthers fall at home to Lady Bulldogs 67-61, see spo rts

.

more than $3 . 1 million over the ·next
20 years. Stephens was one of two
winners in that $6.3 million jackpot.
Kessler said Thursday her whole
family was "in shock" and "overjoyed"
-at the news. She added that she has
been playing the same two cards for
six months.
''I don't really have a system,"
Kessler said. ''I usually work in the
birthdays of (members of the) family."
However, her winning card was the

first time she played just one whole
card with the numbers being chosen
at random, she said.
. Kessler added she always plays on
Saturdays and this is the first
Wednesday she has played the game.
"My oldest son asked me to play his
card for him," Kessler said, "so I
decided to play one my cards, too.
Kessler said she found out she won
when the numbers were announced on
(See STORE, page 14A)

Dr. ,Ruth speaks Monday
By MICHELLE MU ELLER

Activities editor

The queen of good sex is coming
to Eastern.
Dr. Ruth Westheimer, well
known for her frank, straight
forward discussion of sex, will
lecture at 8 p.m. Monday at
McAfee Gymnasium, said William
Heilenbach, lecture coordinator for
the University Board.
Westheimer, a 57-year-old sex
therapist, became famous from her
New York radio show she started
five years ago, which now also airs
on WKQX-FM in Chicago, ac
cording to an article in the Chicago
Sun-Times.
Since then, her fame and
popularity has sky-rocketed and
she has a nightly "Lifetime" cable

television show, a "Good Sex"
boardgame on the market, appears
in a "Terrific Sex" video, and has an
"Ask Dr. Ruth" newspaper column,
the article said.
Westheimer has also written a
book, "Dr. Ruth's Guide to Good
Sex, " which was recently re
published because of a mistake in
the first version, Heilenbach said.
Due to a typographical error, the
wrong information about what
time of the month is safest for not
becoming pregnant was given,
Heilanbach said.
Westheimer appears frequently
on many well-known talk shows.
She appears on "Late Night with
David Letterman" about "every
four to five months," Heilenbach
(See DR., page 8A)

Ten years ago today

A nostalgic look back in time to the year 1976, see Verge.
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Aquino frees political .prisoners,
but paperwork slows process

State/Nadon/World

' -Seat belt law questioned again

GALESBURG-A Knox County circuit judge has
declared the state's mandatory seat-belt law un
constitutional in finding two people innocent of failing to
buckle up.
The ruling by Circuit Judge Richard Porter applies only
to his jurisdiction.
Porter's decision wasn't the first time a lower-court
judge has questioned the constitutionality of the Illinois
law, which requires drivers and front-seat passengers to
wear fastened seat belts or face a $25 fine.
At least one previous such ruling is on appeal to the
Illinois Supreme Court.

Arrests aid fingerprinting bill

CIIlCAGO-The recent arrests of five teachers on sex
related charges involving children increases chances the
Legislature will approve a bill requiring fingerprinting of
Illinois teachers, the measure's sponsor said Thursday, but
a teachers' group labeled the proposal a witch hunt.
The arrests in the past 10 days of five Chicago public
school teachers "should add fuel to the fire" of support for
the measure, said Rep. Lee Preston, D-Chicago.
Similar legislation was proposed by Preston last year
after sex abuse charges were filed against two Chicago
area school officials, but it was defeated by the· House.

Reagan wants to sell missiles

WASIIlNGTON-President Reagan is preparing to ask
Congress to approve the sale of $300 million in missiles to
Saudi Arabia, congressional sources said Thursday, a
request likely to touch off another fight with Israel's
!itl>porters when it reaches Capitol Hill next week.
Initially, Reagan was considering a $1.1 billion deal, but
trimmed the package at the suggestion of Republican
leaders who told the president a sale of such magnitude
might be blocked, two well-placed sources told The
Associated Press.
The package initially included $450 million in electronic
equipment for U.S.-built F-15 and F-5 fighter planes and
$250 million in Black Hawk combat helicopters.

Trans World makes.bid for Ozark
NEW YORK-The parent company of Ozark Airlines
said Thursday it had received a $224 million takeover bid
from the much-larger Trans World Airlines, which itself
was the center of a bitter acquisition struggle last year.
Ozark Holdings Inc., which is based in St. Louis, said its
board of directors was meeting to consider the bid by New
York-based TWA, which also has major operations in St.
Louis.
"We have received a merger proposal from Trans World,
in which Ozark Holdings would become a subsidiary of
TWA and Ozark stockholders would receive $'19 in cash.
The Ozark board is meeting Thursday to consider the
proposal,'' said Donald Morrison, Ozark's vice president for
public affairs.

MANILA, Philippines (AP)-President
Corazon Aquino's Cabinet took over Thursday
and her office announced that records in several
ministries reportedly had been destroyed by
Marcos loyalists.
The new government said hundreds of
political prisoners held by the fallen Marcos
regime could be freed next week, but extensive
paper work slowed the process.
Some political prisoners were freed Thursday,
but only one of the 39 people on the list for
immediate release actually had gone home by
nightfall, said Armando Malay, head of a group
of prisoners' families called Capatid (Brother).
Other prisoners were taken from jails to
processing centers and had emotional reunions
with relatives while bureaucrats dealt with the
documents.
Officials said more than 500 people were in
jail on assorted political charges when Fer
dinand E. Marcos ended 20 years of rule in the
Philippines and fled the country Wednesday in
·a U.S Air Force plane. He is now in Hawaii.
Philip Habib, the special U.S. envoy, spent 1
1/2 hours with Mrs. Aquino on Thursday. A
statement from her office said Habib extended
"the warmest greetings of President Ronald
Reagan and the American people."
He told Mrs. Aquino that the popular

.State pays for asbestos removal
CHICAGO (AP)-A judge's ruling that the appeal. But he said he expected the districts-in
state-not the industry-should pay to remove Chicago and elsewhere-to take Curry's
cancer-causing asbestos from 34 school districts decision to a higher court.
is "just the first battle in what will be a long
''This is just the first battle in what will be a
war," an attorney says.
long war," Lamb said.
In dismissing lawsuits filed by the districts,
Barbara Wheeler, an attorney and member of
Circuit Judge Richard Curry said Wednesday the Downers Grove High School board,
they could not recover from industry millions of Curry's ruling surprised her.
dollars spent to remove asbestos from schools.
"With the new state regulations that
Curry said the state should bear the costs asbestos has to· be removed rather than
under terms of the recently passed Illinois capsulated, the expense is skyrocketing," MS.
Asbestos Abatement Act, which required the Wheeler said.
removal of asbestos from schools and
"We had to replace boilers and pipes last year
established a formula for state financial and they were encased in asbestos. No er
assistance.
sman would touch them until the asbestos
Named as defendants were 78 companies that removed," she said.
mine, manufacture, sell and install asbestos
Health officials say asbestos fibers, wh
breathed, can cause cancer and respirato
materials.
Patrick J. Lamb, an attorney for New Jersey diseases as much as 40 years after exposure.
based GAF Corp., said he was elated by Curry's
Meites said the state program would def
ruling.
only part of the cost, and no funds have
"We think the judge accurately stated the law appropriated since it was established in Se
and reached the right conclusion," Lamb said.
tember.
Thomas Mei(es, attorney for the school
"There is a plan in place, but no one
districts, said no decision had been made on an received any money,'' Meites said.
·
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uprising that forced Marcos from office, whi
was largely peaceful, had "deeply moved the
American people and those in the highest
circles of the U.S. government,'' the statement
said. It did not say what the two discussed.
Habib paid a fact-finding visit last week
during the tense standoff created by Mrs.
Aquino's refusal to concede the Feb. 7 election,
which was marred by violence and widespread
evidence of fraud. The Marcos-controlled
National Assembly proclaimed him the winner.
The stalemate was broken Saturday by a
civilian-military rebellion. Hundreds of
thousands of Filipinos poured into the streets in
a mass demonstration of support for the rebell
that its leaders called "people power."
Washington insisted that Marcos step down
in a peaceful transfer of power and, on Tuesday
night, American helicopters took him and hia
entourage to Clark Air Base and the flight to
Hawaii.
Member's of the Cabinet announced by Mrs.
Aquino on Wednesday assumed their posts
Thursday, meeting with their predecessors and
staff.
Mrs. Aquino's executive secretary, Joker
Arroyo, ordered heads of government offices to
preserve all records and make inventories o
their assets and finances.
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FRANK PERRY/

Easte rn stu dents Fred Haiser (l eft) and Margot Leydon practice side kicks
Thu rsday i n thei r Karate class. Karate and Tae Kwon Doe have becom e popu lar

Staff photographer

hobbies on college campuses recently.

omen's Expo locates s u cc ess ·in first year

VICKY WOLSTENHOLME

Eastern will have its first all-4ay Women's Ex
ition and Health Fair Saturday.
The Expo is being chaired by Sandy Rives, wife of
stem president Stanley Rives.
Women from throughout central and eastern
"nois are involved in the planning and execution
f the Expo; said Joan Schmidt, Eastem's associate
thletic director and Expo vice chairman.
"This is the first time we, Eastern, has had a one
y event like this at least since I've been here at
Eastern," said Schmidt, "and I've been here for 15
ears."
Schmidt said that the Expo developed as·a result
from a series of 22 luncheons she and Mrs. Rives
attended last spring and summer in several dif
ferent communities.
"We've talked to different people at these lun
cheons about problems that affect people and found
these problems were the same. We wanted to bring
these people together at one time from the different
communities we've visited. Sandy's really in
charged of the whole affair," Schmidt said.
The Expo committee includes: Maggie Hollowell,
a Charleston resident, who is in charge of the
luncheon and style show; Eastern's Affirmative
Action Director Judith Anderson, who is in charge
of speakers and workshops; Marion Best, a Sullivan

resident, who is in charge of publicity; Carol
Holden, director of the office of continuing
education, is in charge of registration; and Schmidt,
who is also in charge of displays.
The registration fee is $10 per person, which
includes the luncheon, the style show and all the
workshops.
"We would like for people to register early if they
plan to attend, so we have an idea of how many are
coming. But people can register the day of the
Expo," said Schmidt, ''The Expo is for everyone,
including males. However, most of the workshops
and the style show are for women."
Schmidt said the attendance goal was set at "300
people total, but we feel we will receive more
people. We can accommodate up to 500 people at
the luncheon.'�
However, as of Thursday night, about 650 people
had registered, Rives said.
The Expo will open at 8 a.m. with registration in
Doudna Fine ,Arts Center, followed by a keynote
address by Gloria Cooper, public relations director
from Southwestern Michigan College, Schmidt said.
Her speech is titled "It's Great to be Female. . .I
Think."
Eleven workshops will be given in three sessions
thoughout the day. Schmidt said the workshops
topics will range from school reforms, fighting city
hall and health care options and supp<>rt for the

Affirmative Action Day set

By MICHELLE MU ELLER
Activities editor

Two groups will receive $500
awards during a luncheon Friday
Af
first
Eastern's
celebrating
firmative Action Day.
The luncheon, which will be at noon
in the Union addition 1895 Room, will
feature the presentation of two $500
awards, one on behalf of minorities
and one on behalf of women, said
Af
Eastern's
Anderson,
Judith
firmative Action director.
Anderson said she expects a large
crowd for the luncheon.
''We can seat no one else at the
luncheon. We have a capacity crowd
of more than 70," she said.
The money·for the $500 awards is
being provided by the EIU Foun
dation and can be used at the group's
own discretion, but is awarded for use
in continuing affirmative action,
Anderson said.
The university is "celebrating the
first Affirmative Action Day that
Eastern has ever celebrated," An
derson said.
President Stanley Rives recently
.proclaimed Feb.
28 Affirmative
Action Day, she added.
Besides the monetary awards, each
of the seven nominees will receive a
certificate of recognition, Anderson
said.

The eight nominees are: the Career
Planning & Placement Center, Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Student Karate
Club, Women's Studies Council, the
University Board Human Potential
Committee,
Student
Activities,
educational psychology and guidance
department
and
the
journalism
department, Anderson said.
.
Representatives from each group
will be present. In addition, two
special guests will attend the lun
cheon.
They are Nancy Froelich, vice
chairman of the Board of Governors,
and Mary Ann Uphoff, president of
the EIU Foundation, Anderson said.
The keynote speaker will
be
Reginald Wilson, the director of the
Office of Minority Concerns at the
American Council on Education in
Washington, DC.
Wilson, a former college president
and author of several books, will
speak on the topic of "Affirmative
Action: Issue in Peril," Anderson said.
Anderson said affirmative action is
indeed in peril because of a Supreme
Court case.
- ''It's a very complex topic. It will be
very unfortunate if the gains of
women and minorities" over the past
years are lost due to the court
decision, she added.

elderly.
At 11:30 a.m. there will be a luncheon in the
Union Grand Ballroom foll0wed by a style show.
"The style show will be represented by 12 to 14
shops around the area, such as Norma's Bridal Train
in Paris, Total Weddings in Effingham, Jack & Bills
in Mattoon, and LaBoutiqtle in Charleston," Sch
midt said. ''The style show will have models of
various ages and sizes."
Exhibits of women's businesses, clubs, professions
and health and educational interests will also be on
display in. the Union Ballrom
o , the . lounge and
walkway. These. exhibits include: the U.S. Postal
Service, Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Coles County, Friends of the
Little Theatre in Sullivan, as well as exhibits from
Eastern's administration, financial aid and con
tinuing education programs, Schmidt said.
The Tarble Arts Center will sponSOI' a reception at
4:15 p.m. for area women artists.
''The reception is separate from the Expo,"
Schmidt said. ''It just happened that it was
established for that same day. But anyone from the
Expo is invited to attend the reception."
The EIU Foundation, Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center Foundation, Small Business Administration,
the Meis Company, and Pepsi of Marion are the
major sponsors of the Expo, Schmidt said.
_

Lecture features Alaska -

·

interesting economical aspects 1of
Alaska. For example, housing and
A geological tour of Alaskan
land are expensive because most of
the land is owned by the native
frontier was presented Thursday to
the geo-science clubs by Douglas - Indians or the government
This makes little land available
Bock and his wife Jo.
for sale.
Jo
Bock
began
the
slide
Roadhouses spaced 50 to 60 miles
presentation with backpacking tips
apart provide food, lodging and
and wildlife photos from Denali
alcohol.
National Park.
Alcoholism is a major problem in
Grizzly bears a:re known to raid
Alaska due to the boredom from
food supplies, she noted. Therefore,
the long winter season. "The
backpackers store food about one
newspaper has an entire page
quarter of a mile away from camp.
devoted to Alcoholic Anonymous
Doug
Bock
continued
the
information," Jo Bock said.
presentation by discussing the
interesting aspects of glaciers. He
"I have always enjoyed geology
added hiking in the glacier beds are
and would now like to visit
"the best place to hike."
Alaska," Karyn Cornwell, a music
Well known glaciers that they
education major, said after the
visited include the Matanuska,
presentation.
Thompson and Columbia glaciers,
One geologygeography instructor
he noted.
stated, ''I have never been to
Jo described Alaska as the "land
Alaska. But after seeing that
of contrast." It has influences of
presentation, it makes me want to
native
heritage
and
modern , go explore it."
technology.
The Bocks plan to return to
Doug Bock then discussed the
Alaska in the future. After three
en
Bock
Alaskan pipeline, which ends in
Jo
trips,
previous
that
reported
Valdez. Due to permafrost, sections
thusiastically
of the pipelille are above ground.
"Alaska is· almost like a fairy land
with a strange feeling of reality."
The Bocks also mentioned several

By DAN McCLOUD

Staff writer
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·
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F al I vacation
would create
more problems
Reinstating fall break may end up costing
students more time and money for one day
off than what it's worth.
,•The Faculty Senate decided last week to
approve a recommendation that fall break
be on midterm day, giving students a three-·
day vacation during fall semester.
Faculty
Previously,
Senate recommended
the break be eliminated
because of a lack of instructional days.
But this year's senate, acting on a
Student Senate petition which garnered
about 4,500 signatures, decided fall break
can be worked into the university's

·Editorial

academic calendar.
However, . their solution is to change the
days for central registration and the first
class day.
This indicates that the Faculty Senate
believes there should be a fall break, but it
ends up creating 1nore problems than
solutions.
·
The new proposal causes several "no
win'' situations.
If it is necessary to get the right number of
class days (and the administration and the
senate have said it is), students may be
forced into a rushed period of central
registration.
In addition, classes will be starting
earlier---=probably when a during previously
alloted add/drop times.
If a student is trying to get a complete
schedule, he may be forced to miss the first
few days of classes already appearing on
his schedule.
By the time he finally attends the class, he
may find out the class is not one he is in
terested in. This forces the student to keep
a class he doesn't like, take an overload
next semester or stay in school longer.
Another possible solution may be moving
central registration into the week before ,
classes start.
This proposal holds even less appeal
because students will have to come back to
school earlier and pay rent or room and
board rates for the earlier days.
When looking at all the additional
problems the fall break proposal can cause,
the best solution for students would be to
do without fall break.
·

Your tum

Big Brothers/Big Sisters
looking for volunteers
Editor:

On March 1 9, Big Brothers/B ig Sisters of Coles
County is s ponsorin g its annual "Bowl for Kids

Sake ." Bowlers and sponsors are n eeded to make

this year's fundraiser a success.

Big Brothers/Big S isters is a non-profit social

service agency p rovid ing services to ch iidren

primarily from single- parent homes. The agency is
currently serving about 1 00 area ch ildren . Almost
half of these ch ildren are waiting for a big brother

plagiarism .

Perhaps M cKerrow would like t o come talk to
Brayfield: I'm sure she would be happy to explain

to h im the d ifference between plag iarism and
allusion . She also might explain to him that
quotation marks are used for quotations .

Brayfield d i d not use the phrase "evil-p ro-lifers."
Was it McKerrow's subconscious that cause him to
do so? Has he seen his own g uilt? Will he some
day learn that is is not for him to cast the first
stone? Perhaps he will even grow to understand
Brayfield's point: "Go, and as much as you find

strength within you to do so, live in the reverence
for the san ctity of all life . "

David Raybii
Instructor
English department

or big sjster. About 50 p ercent of the adults in the
program are Eastern students.

If you would like more information about being a
sponsor for the bowl-a-than or if you are interested
i n becoming a big brother or big sister, contact
Ron Wesel, bowl-a-than coordinator, or Toqualee
Lawrence, executive director of Big Brothers/Big

Sisters of Coles County at

348-8 7 4 1 .

The Daily Ea stern News welcomes letters to th8

Noel Foster
Ross Garren

Letter writer should not
be first to cast a stone
Editor:
Once again, the right-to-lifers have attacked my

friend and colleague, Peggy Brayfield .

Letter policy

.

This time, Rob McKerrow accuses her of
"plagiarism . " Knowing Brayfield's scrupulous at
tention to accuracy, I pulled out my copy of the
Feb' . 14 Da ily Eastern News and carefully reread
the fable . I t was beautifully written; it was
imaginative; it was sensitive; it was modeled on a
passage in the New Testament. There was no

Eastern speaks:

editor from any reader addressing issues relating

the campus community .
T h e name a n d telephone number o f at least
author must be submitted with each letter.

Only the first three names from·letters contain'
more than three authors will be published unlest
further specified.
name (or
a
without
submitted
Letters
pseudonym) or without a telephone number or o

means of verifying authorships will not be published.
Authorshi p of letters will be verified by telepho
or by means otherwise specified by the author p
to publication .
·

Letters sho uld not exceed 2 5 0 words. Lett
wh ich exceed the 2 5 0 -word· limit will be edited
standards with author's permission .
Authors add ressing controversial
consider time for rebuttal .

issues

m

Larry Peterson did interviews and took photographs f
this week's photos.

How would you rate the first year
of Charleston Mayor Murray Choate?
Linc Clark
Pre-business
Sophomore
Jackie Klostermann
Sophomore
History

very good. He
done
r e ally
anything-he just lets
"Not
h a s n 't

things go ."

Brad Goben
Psychology
Senior

"I suppose he's done a

pretty good job, but he's
caused quite a lot of
commotio n . "

"It's

only

my

semester here, but as

as I can see, he sh
leave the bars
Oth er than that, the
doesn't seem to
any problems ."

Joe Klapka
Accounting
Junior

"Not entirely great
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anda-l ism rate i ncreases i n residence hal ls
Inflation , h ig her occupancy share responsi bility for g rowing costs

amages and vandalism to
m's residence halls by students
increased almost 58 percent since
9 costing $8,602.
However, higher occupancy rates in
halls, inflation and other factors
y make the $8,602 figure in
mages misleading, assistant
sing director Mark Shaklee said.
Shaklee said inflation was the main
ct.or. Housing Director Lou Hencken
d that inflation "would make up
pretty big chunk of it."
According to inflation figures,
tion accounts for about
22
rcent of the increase in actual
mage costs . Ahmad Murad,
nomics department chairman, said
owever, that inflation is on the
ecrease.
Hencken said labor costs have gone
p more than the actual replacing of a
aged or vandalized item. For
xample , a solid core door would cost
bout $90 to replace and $85 for labor
in 1 979. Now it would cost about $100
for the door and $100 for the labor, he
said.
Besides damage and vandalism,
udents also pay-for the cost of extra
labor to clean up a mess, Shaklee said.
The totals for which students are
billed for have been on the increase
since 1979.
The student bill totals for tlie past
six fiscal years have been: 1979,
$14 ,91 3 ; 1980, $17 ,24 5 ; 198 1 ,
$17,4 7 1 ; 1982 , $18,028; 1983,
$18,376; 1984 , $22 ,65 1 ; and 1985 ,
$23,5 15. Eastern is currently on fiscal
year 1986, which started July 1 , 1 985
and ends June 30, 1986.
With the total for fiscal 1 985 ,
divid�d by the 4 ,483 students living in
the residence halls as of September
1985, the average damage bill was
more than $5 per student. With 4 ,437
students in the residence halls in
September 1979, the average bill was
more than $3.30 per student.
The individual hall totals for fiscal
1985 from least to. greatest along with
the average amount of students living
in the hall and the average bill paid
per student is:
•Pemberton Hall, $170, 2 1 0
students, 8 1 cents
•Ninth Street Hall, $367 , 54
students, $6.80
•East Hall, $390 , 50 students,

$1 70
$367

$390

$7.80

- ·

·

····

·

····

-

..

··Stevenson Tower, $937 , 376,
$2 .49
•Andrews Hall, $1,312, 480, $2 .73
•Lincoln and Douglas Halls
(combined bill). $1 ,750, 400, $4 .38
• McKinney, Weller and Ford Halls
(combined bill), $1 ,799, 450, $4 .00
•Thomas Hall, $2 ,308, 450, $5. 1 3
•Carman Hall, $6,507, 850, $7.66
•Taylor Hall, $7 ,363, 600, $12.27.
Both Hencken and Shaklee agreed
men's halls' bills traditionally run
higher than women's halls, and
Carman and Taylor Halls usually are
the highest. Shaklee attributed this to
the fact that both halls have a high
percentage of freshmen, especially
Carman.
Susan Herr, Carman Hall's coun
selor, said the men's tower damage
tended to run higher than the
women's tower. Herr said she did not
have the totals yet for Carman's
damages this year.
However, she did say that common
areas, such as the lobby, food service
and the basement, have been averaged
out to 15 ·cents per person for all
residents.
The average fine for the men's
tower common area, such as the
elevators, is $1 per male student only,
which she said is higher than the
women's tower. Herr said this did not
include the individual floor fines.
Despite the annual increase in
totals, Shaklee said, "(the daµiages)
run suprisingly consistent." He also

54
50

said, ''If anything, it has gone down
due to the night assistant program."
The night assistant program has
students, who are hired by the hall,
patrol the building at night and report
to · resident assistants or the coun
selors if there is any trouble.
But he also said it may be possible
that night assistants raise the damage
bill because they are out looking for
things that may have otherwise gone
unnoticed. ·
Shaklee said most items dRmRged
are usually windows, furniture and
light fixtures. There has been nothing
major like somebody "destroying a
whole bathroom," in recent years he
·

said.
Herr said, "Nothing major that I can
'think of (has been destroyed) this
year."
Dave Ascolani, residence hall
association president, said last year a
wall was knocked out in the Carman
Hall pool table room, and the pool
table is now in Ninth Street Hall. He
said RHA has no special programs to
make students aware of the damages.
"Individual hall counselors and
resident assistants keep the residents
aware of what is going on," he said.
Hencken also said the counselors
and RAs get the word across to their
residents.
He said the housing office tries to
combat damages and vandalism by
placing information sheets in the
rooms at the beginning of the school
year. Damage policies are also listed
in reside�ce hall contracts.
In comparison to other schools,
Hencken said, "I don't think we have
any more (damages) than · other
schools, if anything we have less."
Hencken said he had mixed reac
tions about how other schools make
students aware of vandalism.
One of the more common policies he
said he did not like was when halls
have a social feed at the beginning of
the school year which goes toward the
damages.
At the year's end, students coul<! get .
some money back, but he said this
tempted students to get their money's
worth and go "put their fist through a
wall."

Total damage cost for past seven fiscal years

1 979 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 4,91 3
1 980 .

·

'·

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . $1 7,245

1 981 . . . . . . ; . . . . . . .
·

.

. . . . . . . . . $ 1 7,471

1 982 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 8,028
1 983 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 8, 3 76
1 984 . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . $22,651
1 985 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 23, 5 1 5

};,

//),

BECKY MICHAEU

Art director

���
�

AB h ears from 1 O U B com m ittees on b u d g et req uests

B y CAROL ROEHM

Staff writer

The Apportionment Board heard 10 University
Board committee budget presentations at its
meeting Thursday night.
The Special Events Committee, represented by
Dan Palicka, . Amy Keller and Anita Craig ,
requested an allotment of $8,645 for the 1986-87
school year. The budget request is an increase of
$450 over last year.
Included in the proposed budget increase is an
additional $50 to provide prizes for a ''Night At the
Races" program, $50 increase in cost for posters and
flyers and $300 for the parent's weekend coffee
hour held the Saturday morning of the designated
parent's weekend each year.
The Human Potential Committee , represented by

William Smith, asked for a budget of $13,445. The
additional $3,545 for next year was the biggest
budget increase of the night.

The committee schedules programs for minorities

and is requesting $5,800 for entertainers and
performers not provided for this year. Some events
scheduled for next year are a reggae band to play at
Celebration Week, a theatrical production "Dream
Girls" and a group "Hot Mix 5" to perform at

homecoming.
The Public Relations Committee, represented by
Mary Beth Marek, Amy Keller and Donna Cox,
requested a $12 ,235 budget. The budget is in
creasing $2,030 from this year.
The Graphics Committee, represented by Mike
Klempin, Bob Bodecker and Donna Cox, decreased
its original request from $2 ,515 to $1 ,055 due to
the funding of $1 ,400.
The funded $1 ,400 will go toward the purchase Qf
a lettering machine for $1 ,400 and two drafting
tables costing $500.
.

The Movie Committee, represented by Jeff
Lyngaas and Karen Wolf, asked for a $18,715
allotment. This is a budget increase of $965.
The Subway Committee, a new budget presented
by Mark Wilbright and Karen Wolf, requested a
budget of $8,565.
The committee proposed fewer small programs
and more large-scale programs for next year. An
alloted $6,300 is to provide 18 programs of
comedians, bands and theme nights.
The Subway will only be open for scheduled
events next year, according to Wilbright who said,
"I think attendance at the programs in the Subway

will be better next year."

The Concert Committee, represented by Brian
Wood and Dave Shaw, asked for a budget of
$ 1 4 8 ,535. The budget is increasing by $ 1 ,615.
The committee is alloting $100,000 to present
four shows at $25,000 each next year and $18,960
for sound and light rental and stage crew.
The Mainstage Committee, represented by Dennis
Hanna and Dave Shaw, was the only decreased
budget of the night.
The committee , which provides mini concerts on
campus, requested a $12,030 budget for next year.
This is a decrease of $1 ,715 from the current

budget.
The Video Tape Committee , represented by Dan
Palicka, asked for an allotment of $7 ,550. The
budget is increasing by $1,370.
The proposal calls for an_ additional $1 ,800 to
purchase an industrial VHS video cassette recorder.
The Productions Committee , represented by
Chris Dunford and Dennis Hanna , requested a
$6,430 budget. This is a budget increase of $1 ,300.
Included in the increase is an alloted $4,420 in the
equipment fund to purchase eight Motorola HT-90
portable walkie-talkies for security at concerts and
homecoming.
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Sunday .
'

>

2

AAUP Lecture
"FLORENCE NIGHTI
NGALE
EMPRESS OF
THE SCAVENGERS"
Peggy Brayfield
2 pm Library Lecture Hall ·

UJ .

<
>

t/J

Monday

3

m� ® � r � (C �
Wednesday

. Tuesday

DR . RUTH WESTHEIMER ,
8 pm McAfee Gym
sponsored by
University Board

AWAR E NESS MONTH

4

WORKSHOP:
"Exploring PMS"
7-9 pm
Wesley Foundation
2202 4th Street

' 5

Im

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

WOMEN'S EXPO &
HEALTH FAIR
MLK University Union
8-4 pm
OPENING RECEPTION
Area Women Artists
Tarble Arts Center . 4-6 pm

"Contraception''
A Life Skills Seminar
Sue Buchanan , M . D .
1 2 N Arcola Room
MLK University Union

\b1--�
����-t:-10:::--���t-���-t:-1�2���-+-1�3,_.-��--f.�
WORKSHOP: "THE
"THE AMERICAN
e:
"Date Rape"
GODDESSES IN EVERY
..I
(J

16

"AN EVENING OF
DANCE AND MUSIC"
with Victoria Hutchinson
& Catherine Smith
7: 30 pm Dvorak Hall
Reception to follow

I

I

i
:

A Life Skills Seminar
Bonnie Buckley, CCWAR
7-9 pm MLK Union
(room TBA)

WOMAN" Leota Didier
7-8 : 30 pm
Wesley Foundation
2202 4th Street

17
PANEL - "Women In
Nontraditional Roles"
7-9 : 30 pm MLK Univ .
Union Grand Ballroom

1 8 WOMEN'S STUDIES

COUNCIL ANNUAL
AWARDS BANQUET
6 : 30-8: 30 Place TBA

e"
��j
"

·

BUSINESSWOMAN - a
Historical Re-Vision"
Dr . Juliet Walker
7-8:30 pm MLK Univ .
Union Grand Ballroom

1 9 FICTION READIN

Mary Gray Hughes 4-5pm
Tarble Arts Center

Panel

- "Women As
Scientists" 12 noon
Arcola Room
MLK University Union

NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK.

I

I

I

I

I:

MARCH 2-8, 1 986

Wo m e n , as pri m a ry transm itters of cu ltural values, h a v e shaped the spirit of A m erica w ith their s t re ng t h ,
h ope, compassio n , a n d dete rm i n a tio n . Th ey h a v e displayed co urage , w isdo m , a n d leaders h ip , kin dling a

National Women' s HISTORY WEEK recognizes
the ongoing work of so many women throughout history .

spirit of optim ism a n d possibility . Th is year's th e m e for

WOMEN: BUILDERS of Communities and Dreams
JANE ADDAMS ( 1 865-1935) - ln 1889 , a time when many Americans were suspicious o f a n d hostile to
the large number of European immigrants moving to our cities , she welcomed the .cultural diversity they brought.
She founded Hull House in Chicago to help meet the immigrants' immediate needs for food , clothing and shelter,
and to serve as a center of social reform to tackle the underlying causes of the problems of the poor working-class.
A forceful writer and speaker , she helped negotiate numerous labor disputes, worked for women's rights cam
paigns, and was Vice President of the American Women Suffrage Association for several years . A life-long pacifist,
she was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 193 1 .
FRANCES ELLEN WATKINS HARPER ( 1 825- 1 9 1 1 ) - 0rphaned at an early age , a free Black in
the slave state of Maryland, she was raised by her uncle and educated in the school he had founded. There she
developed her love of learning, appreciation for hard work , moral uprightness and freedom . In 1856 she became
one of the first Black women lecturers in the U . S . , traveling throughout the Nort h , delivering her abolitionist
message and reciting her own anti-slavery poems in a dignified , straightforward manner . After the Civil War, she
continued to write and lecture in the interest of Blacks . She denounced white racial violence and spoke of the need
for education and temperance for all races. In her later years she devoted much of her time to the National
Women's Christian Temperance Union and was a strong advocate of women's rights.

I

I

i
I

I

\

MARIA L. DE HERNANDEZ ( 1896-present) - A native of Mexico and long-time resident of Texas,
she has devoted her life and energy to the Chicano community . In 1929 she co-founded the Orden Caballeros of
America , a civk and civil rights organization . From that date to the present, she has participated in the important
events of Chicana history in Texas, including the founding of the Texas La Raza Unjda Party in the 1970's. An elo
quent writer and orator, she has been an effective spokeswoman for equity demands for half a century, and has
made it clear that the Chicana has a major role to play in the progress of her people .
MARIA MARTINEZ ( 1 887- 1980) - Born in 1887 , she lived all of her life in the small , ancient Tewa In
dian village of San Ildefonso, New Mexico . In her girlhood she was taught the traditional Pueblo way of making
coiled pottery from her Tia Nocolasa. Later, with her husband, she rediscovered the ancient technique of firing
black clay pots. Together, in the Pueblo way , they shared their skills with others of their community, bringing their
people prosperity, self-sufficiency and a harmonious blending of the old and the new ways of life.
PATSY MINK ( 1927-present) - A native Hawallan'of Japanese.:American heritage, she served six terms

In the U . S . House of Representatives, from 1964-76. There she continued her earlier support of women's rights
through legislative reform. She wrote the legislation for the Women's Education Equity Act, and was a founding
member of the National Women's Political Caucus. During the Carter administration she served as Asst. Secretary
of State . In 1978, she became the President of Americans for Democratic Action . Most recently, she was elected to
the Honolulu City Council and served as Council Chair from 1983-85 .

These women were chosen by the NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK to represent
this year's theme .

....... CLIP & SAVE ...................................
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With the debut of News Scan 5 1 on
Jan. 20, Eastern's RadiotrV center
embarked on what has become a
unqualified success in broadcast
'
journalism.
Now, more than a month later,
they're still at it, with campus and
city coverage and personal interviews
, with the people who make the news.
The nightly program is produced by
two crews of students who rotate
weekly.
One of those crews, top left, work in
the control room in the Buzzard
Building, reviewing video tapes for ·
the upcoming broadcast.

All that equipment means a lot
cables, some of which occasionally end
up in a tangled mess just off-camera,
top right. Only the shadow knows
where that mess leads to.
As the technical wizardry hums
along behind the scenes, sports anchor
Brian Tria, news anchor Cathy
Gravitt and farm and business anchor
Dan Reeser, above, review their copy
before the show.
Producer/Director Ken Beno talks
to graphics coordinator Christine
Tressie about character graphics for
the show, left, as shorts anchor David
Ward looks on.

P hotos by M ic hael Sitarz
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Job market proves prom i s i n g for g rad u ates

I By LARRY KAHAN
\

Staff writer

A - natiqnal surv.ey of employers
. conducted by Michigan State
Univeriity placement services in
dicated hiring quotas are up and the
job market looks promising for 1986
college graduates.
The MSU survey was included in
the "National On Campus Report,"
which provides information on topics
affecting college students.
According to the survey, employers
are expected to hire 1 .4 percent more
bachelor's degree graduates in 1986 at
starting salaries averaging 1 .8 per
cent higher than in 1985 . Demands
for minorities are expected to increase
by 6.4 percent.
The average starting salary in 1986
for all bachelor's degree graduates will
be $2 1 ,601 . For those with master's
degrees it will be $26,010, and for
those with doctorates $30,0 1 1 .
The survey showed the largest
demands and highest salaries were in
the technical fields : electrical ,
industrial
and
mechan ical ,
engineering.
For the first time in a decade ,
education moved into the top 10 of

· _

Dr .

B y DOUGLAS BACKSTROM

Dealing with employment and
relationships after college graduation
will be the focus of an informal leeture Sunday.
Kathy Roberts, executive director
of Coles County Mental Health
Center, will consider a number of
after-college dilemmas at 5:30 p .m. at
the Wesley Foundation, located at
22 02 S. Fourth St. The event will
conclude at about 7 p.m.
"It will be an inf6rmal sharing of
ideas," she said. The discussion will
center on "developing support networks, relationships on the job and
problems with sexual harrassement

on the job."
Roberts will also discuss ways of
finding new friends and handling
interpersonal relationships in the
workplace.
There will also be a question and
answer period at the conclusion of the
discussion, she added.
Before the discussion, there will be
a supper which will cost $1.25 plus 35
cents for a soda.
On March 9, the lecture topic will be
"Building your personal budget" or
''You mean you have to pay for that!"
Lecturer Bill Barnard will discuss
ways of getting involved in a new
community through volunteer op
portunities.

fields showing.the highest percentage
of increase. The demand was
especially promising in special
education, mathematics, science ,
English and French.
history
Eastern
instructor
Wolfgang Schlauch said foreign
language was "on the upswing" in
universities because people have

realized how important the study of
other cultures was to conducting
busii;iess abroad.
"Foreign language opens doors to
other cultures," Schlauch said. "It
improves one's horizons."
The survey also indicated an in
crease in every academic major except
agriculture.

__

Senior reporter

·
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said .
She has also appeared on "60
:Wnutes,'' ''The Tonight Show," ''Hour
Magazine" and "Donahue," Heilen
bach said.
Despite her frankness on the subject
of sex, Westheimer does not approve
of promiscuity or adultry, the Sun
Times article said.
The University Board is paying

�One�rn
Fri :

Life after college topic of speech

The recruiting trends suggested the
southwest offered the best job o�
portunities, followed by the Southeut
and the Northeast.
Eastern Career Planning counselor
Don Schaefer said because of the
increase in population in the
Southwest, the service industry would
be on the rise.
''The need for the health and:
teaching fields is going to increasei;
significantly in the sunbelt," Schae£
said.
Being able to communicate '
essential in any employment,
cording to Schaefer. ''With all th'
being equal, the individual who ha&\
that communication capability will
get the job." .
Schaefer stressed the importance o(
researching the company intensively
before attending the first interview
He said the people who are inform
about the company are the ones who
usually get the job.
On-campus interviews are con
ducted at Eastern primarily ·
February, March and April althoug
some interviews are held in October
and November. There are about 1
interviews set for this year .

1 38 and

Talismans possessed
Sat : Party with

The System
upstairs

PITCHERS

1 3 p.m.
3 8 p.m.
.

-

POOL TO U RNAMENT
SAT. 2:00 p . m .
1 9 1 . D. REQUIRED

Shop the classified ads !

bach said.
Heilenbach said the reason for the
low prices is because "the Ap
portionment Board does not care
about making a profit."
He said student fees primarily pay
for events such as the Westheimer
lecture.
''With. UB, we're just here to put on
shows for students. It's actually your

(student's) money, so that's why
put on these shows so cheaply,"
said.
The Lecture Committee is o
required to make a percentage
profits from lectures, and is m ·
"more than enough" to cover
expense of the Westheimer lect
Heilenbach said .

A lpha Gamma Delta
Proudly presen f;s
our New Initiates

Live Bands

·
s 1 .so
s2.oo

Westheimer $5,500, plus expenses, to
appear, Heilenbach said.
However, tickets for the event are
only 50 cents for Eastern students
with an ID, if bought in advance.
Tickets at the door at $1 .50 for
students, and $3 for the general
public. Tickets are available at the
Union Ticket Office, and over 750 had
been sold as of Wednesday, Heilen-

!

e
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l l i noi s passes
state hol iday
Illinois' General Assembly passed a bill making
March 3 a state holiday celebrating the birth of
Casimir Pulaski, a Polish-born brigadier general of
the U.S. calvalry in the Revolutionary War.
But Eastern students and workers won't be
getting the day off this year, and one Eastern
administrator said he hopes the university never
gets the holiday.
Glenn Williams, Eastern's vice president of
student affairs, said he doubts that Eastern
students will ever have the day off.
But Bill Hill, superintendent of Charleston's
public school system said those schools will have

March 3 off, because "it is a state declared holiday. "
Terry Samulski, director of public relations a t the
Polish American Congress in Chicago, said,
"Technically the holiday is set for the first Monday
in March ."
The day was set by the legislature to com
memorate Pulaski, born a Polish nobleman on
March 4, 1 74 7 while his homeland was partitioned
between Prussia , Russia, and Austria .
While still a nobleman, Pulaski joined a con
. federacy to fight to free Poland. There were a few
victories, but in the end the Poles were defeated.
Samulski said after the confederacies lost , Poland
was "wiped off the face of the map" and Pulaski was
exiled.
When Pulaski went to France in 1776, he was
recruited by Ben Franklin to be a member of the
Revolutionary Army.
On June 23, 1777 Pulaski arrived in the United
States with letters of introduction to Gen . George
Washington and was commissioned as a calvalry
brigadier g_eneral.
Pulaski resigned after developing a dislike for the
calvalry's military strategies.
"Pulaski was allowed to keep his title and start a
new special calvalry incorporating infantrymen as
well as calvalrymen."
Samulski added that the calvalry he formed
became known as the "Pulaski Legion," and
"Pulaski became known as the father of the U.S.
calvalry.
"Pulaski was sent to fight in Charleston , S . C . , and
was said to have saved Washington's life . " Samulski
said.
'
After the battle in South Carolina, Pulaski was
sent to aid troops in Savannah , Ga. He arrived and
led the attack against the British .
During the attack Pulaski, then 32 , was mortally
wounded and died on Oct. 1 1 , 1 779.
Samulski said the holiday is "extremely important" because of Pulaski's contributions to
American history. "The day will act as a symbol of
the Umted States being a mosaic of different

A Charl eston gas station gives one i n d i cati on of
the pl unging oil p rices i n the wo rld market. This

_

MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor
benefit may not l ast l o n g, however, as Congress is
consideri n g rais i n g the tax on i m po rted o i l .

Con g ress d ebates raisi n g o i l tax

WASHINGTON (AP)-Raising taxes on imported oil would cost the average family up to
$365 a year, penalize the poor, hurt key allies
and damage the nation's trade balance, the
Reagan administration told Congress Thursday.
But the proposal should be kept alive in case it
is needed to finance President Reagan's plan for
overhauling the income tax system, J. Roger
Mentz, acting assistant secretary of the treasury
for tax policy, told the Senate Finance subcommittee on energy taxation.
After describing the oil tax as extremely
regressive and estimating that for most families
it would wipe out any benefit from the taxrevision plan, Mentz said, ''The president has not
ruled it out. We suggest you keep it on the table . "
Sen . Malcolm Wallop , R-Wyo . , chairman of the
subcommittee, described the administration's
position as "sitting on a fence with both ears to
the ground. "

The tax is being pushed by oil-state lawmakers
to help a domestic oil indm: try being squeezed by
·plunging prices on..-the world market. Prices are
dropping because Saudi Arabia is trying to whip
other members of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries into line , said Sen . Lloyd
Bentsen , D-Texas.
"Are our memories so short that we're going to
once again put ourselves at the mercy of OPEC?"
asked Bentsen , recalling the oil embargo of the
early 1970s.
Sen . David Bore�. D-Okla. , said a higher tax on
imported oil would "place a safety net under the
price of domestic oil that would also protect the
financial system against the shock of further
decreases in the price o f oil . " He noted that
billions of dollars worth of loans to domestic
producers are secured by the value of oil
reserves-a value that declines with the world
price of oil.

I
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Hard in g ives horn rec ital in Dvorak
By JANET GRACE

Staff writer

Music instructor Burton E. Hardin "plays one of
the world's most difficult instuments, and plays it
beautifully," said Eastern music instructor Douglas
DiBianco after Hardin's french horn recital
Thursday in Dvorak Concert Hall.
Accompanying Hardin on the piano was music
instructor Gary L. Zwicky.

Hardin said he chose to perforin Haydn's Con
certo in D major, Beethoven's Sonata in F major,
Opus 17 and Gliere's Concerto in B flat major
because "they cover three eras, " from the classical
to the romantic.

Hardin, a 37-year veteran of the french horn,
came to Eastern in 1969 as the Director of Mar
ching and Concert Band. He has since taught the
trumpet and tuba- as well.
Hardin beg� playing the horn in seventh grade.
He said he preferred it because of its mellow tone
and its ability to achieve a wide range of sound. He
attributed this capability to the conical shape of the
horn, as opposed to the more cylindrical shape of
most brass iristruments.

When asked if he was pleased with the turnout of
40, Hardin said no, but that these recitals are
Wojciech Mazewski, of the Polish National
rarely heavily attended.
Alliance in Chicago, said the idea of the holiday was
Hardin said that he felt the recital went well as a
a "great idea. It's about time recognition was given.
whole, but that the Haydn and Beethoven, his first
Pulaski was the only general to give his life in the two pieces, went particularly well. Several others
e
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C OLO R, CON DITION, SHINE �-1-"k
ALL AT ONE TIME
1-'G:

At
�
�
G
R
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R
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E
E'S
�
VALE
C L L OPH.'"
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'"' NE
1 409 "E" ST. 345-571 2
Now O nly 55.00 with cut & Blow Dry at Regular Price
Exduding Frosts & Permanent Hair Color
* Discount with Participating Stylist Only
.

Ken

ELECT

THOMASON
SHERIFF
of

Republ ican

COLES COU NTY.

·

"PaLi ior t

,« .

.___________. .........

1

·

Track Meet!

P ut Experience Back into Unibrm .
Vote M arch 1 8

�endor Thomason for Sheriff'

Friday • 5:30 p.m.
Saturday • 1 1:0() a.ni.

\

Report

t_ QA

February 2 8 , 1 986

f'Services.Otfered

\

i tt

P R O F ESSIONAL
RESUME
PACKAGES: Quality papers, big
selection, excellent service.
PATTON QUIK PRINT West Park
Plaza. 345-6331 .
,
1 /00
"My
Secret� ry,"
word
letters, ,
processing service:
papers, resumes, etc. Call Millie
at 345-1 1 50.

,

______

_c4/4

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

GET A JOB FAST WITH A
COPY-X RESUME! FAST SEVICE,
LOW PRICES, LARGE SELEC
TION OF FORMATS, TYPED OR
TYPESET. NEAR CAMPUS AT
207 LINCOLN. 345-63 1 3 .
/00
NEED TYPING: letters, papers,
thesis-- Professional Secretary.
Call: 345-9225.
_../ 28
Complete automotive repair
and servicing. 208 N. 7th in
Charleston. 348-5232.
3/5
Interior
P a i n t i n gCommercial-Residential Exp'd
Painter-Superior work for
superior rates. Call Jim 3451 488.
___../ 28

_..

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

____

·

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Help Wanted

1£.
n_

errora lmmedlet91y at 581 ·211 2. A CGmCt 811
wlll appeer In the next edition. Un.... nolllled, •
cannot be reepon 91ble tor an Incorrect ad an. !ta llrlt
'
lnHrtlon. Deadline 2 p.m. prewloua day.

____

The Charleston Recreation
Dept. is now accepting ap
plications for summer em
ployment at the Rotary Pool.
WSl's and persons seeking
cashier/concession p ositions
needed. For more information
C h a r l eston
the
contact
Recreation Dept. at 345-6897.
2/24, 26, 28 3/4, 6, 10, 1 2, 1 4
OVERSEAS
JOBS . . .S u mm e r, y r . ro u n d . E u rope, S.
Amer.,Australia, Asia. All fields.
$90(}2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write IJC, PO Box 52-IL-3
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
3/7
Part Time Single matu re
fe m a l e l ive-in resid ential
manager. On duty Sunday &
night and Monday night.
Apart m e n t rent is com
pensation. Call 348-5444.
2/27
S u m m e r work p ro g r a m .
$3, 500, col lege creditk. Must b e
available ful l time. F o r info
write: Summer Work P.O. Box
805 Charleston, II 61 920. I n
clude phone No.
2 /28

_

_____

_______

---=----

Help Wanted ,

Need extra money? Sell Avon!
Call 359-1 577 or 1 -80(}858-

8000.
·

______

1 100 ·

Camp Tuckabatchee, Ottawa,
Illinois. Positions available for
Counselor Specialists in Arts
Crafts, Ceramics, Nature, Sports
& Games, Horseback, WSI; &
Lifeguard. Salary Range: $475 to
$600 . Write to Ottawa Council
of Camp Fire, Inc., 1 00 W.
Lafayette St., Ottawa, II. 61 350.
_______

3/4

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES available at
CREST PHOTO LAB, Division of
Osco Drug, Inc., in Elgin, Illinois,
May through September (come
back at Christmas break). Entry
l evel positions for morning,
afternoon and evening shifts.
Apply in person and be in
t e rv iewed d u ri n g S P R I N G
BREAK: March 26th 2 - 5 P.M.
CREST PHOTO LAB 955 Brandt
Drive, Elgin, IL 601 20. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
3/6
______ ___

ft

Roommates

Is you r roommate giving you
ulcers? Here's a sol ution for you!
Eastern Student looking for
male roommate for remainder
of semesCer. $1 50 mo. Cal l 3452310. Ask for Chris.
-::----:---,------3/3
Two fem a l e roo m m ates
needed to share younstowne
apartment d u ring 86-87 school
year. Cal l Shelley or Chery l at
348-8624.
_.1./28
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

For Rent
FIVE SUMMER SUBLEASERS
NEEDED FOR THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
WASHER AND DRYER. RENT
NEGOTIABLE . 345-9482.
_______

3/3

1 bed room apartment- 751
sixth St. $ 1 50- $200.00 some
utilities, furnished. Cal l Hank,
348-81 46.
______

3/00

5 bed room houses, 5 or 6
people, 1 block from cam pus.
Cal l Hank, 348-81 46.
3/00
______

f_i

F_o_
r_
R_
e_
nt

_____

For 1 986-87 sc:'h ool year. Very
nice 2, and 3 bedroom fur
nished houses. Close to
campus. Leases from 9- 1 2
months. Call 345-31 48 after ,
5 p.m.
......, 00

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Leasin g for August. One and
b e d room
two
f u r n ished
a partments. Laundry, parking,
c l ean and in excellent con
dition. 3 45- 72 86 .
_./ 28
For Rent, 2 bedroom furnished
apartments for fall. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. For
more info. Call 1 -5 43-2408.
_../ 28
2 Subleasers wanted for a 2
bed room Apt. at Old Towne.
Steve 3680. Chris 2033.
__.. / 28
Sorority house is leasing
rooms for inter-and summer
session. Convenient to campus,
parking, and utilities are paid.
Call 348-5472 or 345-7868.
___../ 28
Apartments close to campus.
Ex. cond. 345-7387.
3/5
Male Subleaser needed for
Summer. HAVE YOUR OWN
ROOM at new apartments.
$100 month or best offer. Ph.
345-91 73.
___../ 28
For Rent: To 2 quiet, studious
g i r l s . Basement furnished
apartment in private home.
Utlilities included. Close to
campus. Phone 345-2401 .
2/28
Female Subleaser half block
from cam pus. Share bathroom
& kitchen $100. mo util . pd. cal l
Cindy or Shi rley at 345-3845.
2/28
3-Bed room Apt. Furnished for
5 girls. 1051 7th St. All new
interior. Large bath and kitchen,
Air conditioned, Laundry. Very
low utilities. Ph. 345-7286.
3/3
SUMMER SUBLEASERS: Close
to. ca m p u s, fu r n ished, 2
bedrooms, own yard, parking,
very nice, 1-3 girls. RENT
NEGOTIABLE. 345-1 472.
3/5
Female Sum mer Subleaser
needed for the new apartments
on Seventh. Call Heather at 345261 5 for more information.
2/28
Summer subleaser needed for
nice studio apartment. Call 3485402 to see!
2/28
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
·

_
_
_
_
_
__
_
_

____

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

______

_______

______

_______

_______

_______

ti

THREE ROOM FURNISHED
A PARTMENT, SPRING-SUM
MER. FREE MONTH, MEN. 345-

4846.

_,,, 28
S u m m e r S u b l e a s e r2
Bedroom- Negotiable rent
close to campus. 348-0269.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

---------,---'/3

S u bleaser(s) needed for
fu rnished,
one bed r >om
a p a r t m e n t for
sun.mer
semester. Only one block from
campus. Rent negotiable. Call
345-1 694.

---------3/ 5
For rent I m mediately 2
bedroom apt. Good location,
Call 348-8283. After 4:00 p.m.
3/4
Female Summer Subleaser
needed. Own bedroom, close
to campus, $75. month. Call
Kimberly 348-5629.
---------3/5
Extra nice 2 bedroom Apt. 1 06
W. Jackson. J ust re-decorated:
Laundry, Stora ge, Garage. $300.
a month. Avai lable August. Ph.
345-7286.
3/3
SUMMER AND FALL APART
MENTS AVA I LABLE NOW.
Several good locations. Phone
345-7746.
1 /00
Summer and fall, 2 bedroom
fu rnished.
Heritage Woods
l ocatio n . W i l l be n ew l y
redecorated; 4 people. Year
lease. 348-7746.
--------1 /00
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
available now. Phone 348-7746.
1 /00
Renting for Summer, Fall '86,
and Spring '87, Ratts. Polk St. and
Ratts University Dr. F urnished
townehouses, 2 bedroom $145.
person for 3 $1 22. person for 4.
All but three are newly car
peted. Summer rent $1 50. flat
for 2,3,or 4 people. One month
rent security deposit. 9 mo.
lease. Cal l 345-61 1 5.
2/00
_____

_______

______

______

______

����-------f_o_r_S_a_le

RCA Video Disk Player. Good
condition. Best offer cal l Jeff,
345-6444 after 5 p.m.
2/28
S C H W I NN C O N T I N E N T A L
$ 7 5 .00 MALE, U S E D LINCOLNSHIRE APTS. 1 8 1 8 D.
212 8
_______

______

-offl clal· Notic es
Cole Scholarship
Nominations

The Eastern I l l inois University
Foundation is now accepting
nominations for candidates for
the Cole Scholarship. The Col e
S c h o l a rs h i p,
w h ic h
was
establ i shed i n 1 985, is to be
awarded annually to a student
who is a graduate of the
Marshal l ( I l l i nois) High School.
The 1 986 stipend wil l be
$ 1 , 000 . 00. Graduates of the
h igh school at Marshall, Illinois
who a re interested in the Cole
Scholarship shoul d contact the
[ a s t f' rn
I l l in o i s U n iversity
Alum111 Clfiice, 1 09 Old Main,
for further information and
nomin t1on forms.
Charles Titus
Secreta ry, EIU Foundation
•.

Pre-Enrollment
Requests

Cu rrently enrolled on-campus
students may pre-enrol l for
I ntersession, Summer, and Fall
beginning Monday, March 3,
and ending F riday, April 11 for
Int ersession and S u m m er;
ending Wednesday, July 9 for
F a l l . Obtain materia l s by
presenting a val i d l . D. card in
the Registration Operations
Room (south basement McAfee)
YOUR
AFTER
AT
OR
SCHEDULED flME by last digit of

social secu rity nu mber:
(}4 8: 30 a.m., Monday, March
3
5-9 8:30 a. m., Tuesday, March
4
DOOR CLOSES AT 4:00 P.M.
Materials wil l be available
d uring regu lar office hours iry
the Operations Room beginning
Wednesday, March 5, and
ending for Summer on F riday,
April 1 1 , 3 : 30 . p.m.; ending for
Fall on Wednesday, July 9, 3:30
p.m.
PUl COMPLETED SUMMER
PRE-ENROLLMENT FORMS IN
THE SLOTTED BOX OUTSIDE
R E G ISTRAT I O N
THE
OPERATIONS ROOM BY 4:00
P.M., FRIDAY, APRIL 1 1 , 1 986.
u n d e rgrad u ate' s p re
An
enrol lment form wi l l NOT BE
PROCESSED unless it bears the
d e p a r t m e n t sta m p (from
student's major department).
A STUDENT ASSIGNED TO
THE ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE
CENTER, TOP FLOOR STUDENT
SERVICES BUILDING, SHOULD
DISREGARD THE SCHEDULE
ABOVE AND MAKE AN AP
POINTMENT WITH AN ADVISER
AT THE CENTER.
Michael D. Taylor
Dir., Registration

Pre-Registration
Assistance Center
Students assigned to the
Assistance Center must make

an appointment to pre- register
for the Summer and/or Fal l
term. The appointment must be
made in person. PHONE CALLS
FOR APPOINTMENT DATES
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
Appointments may be made
starting at 8:00 a.m. on
Monday, March 3. The Center
wil l be open from 8:00 a.m.
until 4:30 p.m. each day.
Advisees of the Assistance
Center should NOT pick up
their pre-registration materials
prior to arrival at the Center.
Calvin B. Campbell, Dir.
Academic Assit. Ctr.

Seminar on
Resume Writing
Resume Writing Seminar:
Neoga Room, University Union.
All Majors Welcome. Thu rsday,
March 6-3:00 p.m. or F riday,
March 7-2:00 p.m.
James Knott, Dir.
Career Plan. & Place. Ctr
Kate Booker
Stapp Scholarship
Any female enrolled in a
teaching curricula who is a
·
widow (or whose husband is
disabled) and who has at least
one child u nder the age of 18 is
eligible to apply for a smal l
award from the Kate Booker
Stapp Scholarship. Please bring
letters of application detailing
the n eed for assistance to the

For Sale

For Rent

! �- A nnouncf' mt'nt'

W E I GHTLIFTERS:
SELLING
YORK DUMBBELLS. 5 0¢ A
POUND 30-35-40-45-50 lb. Sets.
CALL DAVE 5848.
/ 28
100 WATT YAMAHA GUITAR
AMP. BEST OFFER. CALL JIM
348-1072.
28
FOR SALE: Wireless remote
control digital disc player. Many
functions- hardly used. $275. or
best offer. 581=-21 80.
_./28

___..
-------�

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Lose/Found

MARTY'S
SPECIAL FOR
T O DAY F I S H SANDWICH
DELUXE one fourth lb. Icelandic
fillet topped with cheese and
lettuce onion and tomato with
fries. $2.25.
c-F3/28
AD O PTION WANTED: loving
couple, mid 30's, he, MS
eng. / her ful l time Mom, 1 child
4 yrs., will provide love, fine
education, suburban home for
white infant, resume available,
confidential, medical & all
ex penses allowed by law pd,,
ca l l friend Janis (home) coll ect
31 2/352-031 2, or attorney R.
Guzman 31 2/762-1 300. PLEASE.

_

_

_
_
_
_
_
_

dR. 5/1.

_
__
_
_
_
_

Keys on black key chain found
at union bookstore lounge.
Claim at Eastern News.
--------'---"'/ 28
LOST: Blue checkbook, if
found cal l 348-0667.
2/28
LOST: Black notebook folder
with yellow pads of paper in it
in Buzzare Bid. Return to Daily
Eastern News.
2/28
FOUND: License plate HXK
4 1 3 . Owner please claim at The
Daily Eastern News.
_,_,/28
Lost: Driver's License and l.D.
in blue Eastern l.D. holder
belongi n g to Heid i Sch
wae-german. If found· please
cal l 3546.
--,--------3/3
Gold Chain Lost in Lantz
Building. Rewa rd. Contact
Dave. 348-1 049.
______

______

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

____

3/3

LOST: Pair of glasses with
pinkish frames, in a beige, cloth
case with velcro fastener. If
found, please call 5342.
3/4
_____

SIG PIS: The wedding was a
success! laToya and Mobster
were a perfect match! As
always, another AWESOME
function. love the, DELTA
ZETAS.
-,---------" 28
The DIPLOMAT at 700 N.

Atlantic (in the center of the
strip) The best location The
BEST PRICE. The DIPLOMAT IS
BACK!!!

-- - J

-

-

_

V28

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

S u b l easer(s) needed for
S u m mer at Olde Towne
apartments. Please call Jennifer
or Sue at 581-3548.

______

ROMANS BEACH PARTY!!!
F R I DAY
MA R C H
7th!!!
c-MWF2/26, 2/27-3/6
Pregnant? Need help? Bir
th right cares. F ree testing. 3488551 Mon. - Thu rs. 9:00 a.m.·
5:00 p.m.
c-MWF5/3

V28

J I LL CALI, Keep you ·chin up
and keep smiling!!! I luv you,
Stephanie.
______

____ _____

KEEP ABORTION LEGAL AND
SAFE. Join NARAL. Free referal.
345-9285.
dM, ROO

V28

Dawn Stultz: Congrats on
pledging TKE Littl e Sisters! r
glad someone kept their moudi
shut. I'm glad we got everything
straightened out- seven months
was too long for a misun
derstanding! Tau love and mi
Donna.

____

T h e LOWEST Price t
DAYTONA. The DIPLOMAT
back at 1 89. Cal l 345-41 39.

_______

Offlclal Notices are pa i d for throu g h the Office of
U niversity Relations. Questions concerning notices
should be directed to that office.

second floor, East Wing,
Student Services, no later than
April 1, 1 986.
John Flynn, Dir.
Financial Aid

Health Competency
Examination
Health
E d u cation
The
Competency Examination will
be given on Tuesday, 1 Apri l
1 986 in t h e University Union
Grand Ballroom.
Register in person at Testing
Services, 208 Student Services
Building; bring your EIU ID and
$ 2 .00 fo r the fee. The
registration deadline for the
exam is Friday, 21 March.
Note: You may take the
Health
Competency
Examination ONLY ONCE.
H . C. Bartling, Dir.
Testing Services
Writing Competency
Examination
Undergraduates: To satisfy
graduation requi rements for the
Bachelor's degree at Eastern
I l l inois University, you must pass
t h e W r i ti n g Com pete ncy
Examination. Register to take
this examination after you have
completed sixty semester hours
Ounior standing) and have credit
for both English 1001 and 1 002.
Register i n person from 8:00 to
1 1 :30 and 1 :00 to 4:00 at
Testing Services, 208 Student

's

DEL TS, Thanks for the honor
of being your sweetheart. You
are very special guys and you
mean more to me than you'll
ever know. let's get ready for a
w i l d weekend! love you
Sweetheart, Patty.

Services Building; bring your EIU
ID and $5.00 for the fee. The
examination will be given for
the second time this semester
on 1 5 April . The registration
deadline is 1 April and that also
is the last day that you may
cancel you r registration and
have you r fee refu nded.
(Registration will close early if
all seats are taken befor 1 April.
Registration close early for the 6
March examination.)
Passing the Writing Com
petency Examination is a
graduation requirem ent as
stated on page 40 of the 1 98182 catalog, page 43 of the 1 98384 catalog, and page 45 of the
1 985-86 catalog.
H.C. Bartling, Dir.
Testing Services

Constitution Examination
The Constitution Examination
will be given on Thursday, 1 3
March 1 986 i n the Grand
Ball room. Register in person at
Testing Services, 208 Student
Services Building; bring your EIU
ID and, if you are retaking the
exam is Thursday, 6 March.
If you fail this examination,
you may repeat it as many times
as necessary to pass; however,
the examination will be given
only on scheduled dates.
H.C. Bartling, Dir.
Testing Services .

ABW A Scholarship
Applications are now avai
in the Financial Aid 0
Second Floor, East Wing
Student Services Building,
the Mattoon Charter Chapter
t h e A m e r ic a n B u s i n e
A s s o c iati
Women's
Scholarship. Dead line
retu r n i n g comp leted
plications is March 3, 1 986.
John Flynn,
Financial
·

Chicago Student
Teaching-Fall 1 986
All students planning
student teach in the
area, north and no
suburbs (Schaumburg,
ston, etc.) ONLY, Fall
1 986 MUST meet with
area coordinator, Mr.
Vincent, March 6, 1986
1 0:00 a.m. to 1 2:00
this day only. Room n.
meeting is as follows:
ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNI
If you have not yet appl'
student teaching, come
Student Teaching Office,
210, Buzzard Education
to apply. REMINDER: you
be admitted to T
Education before you
student teach.
·

Fri day ' s

· I Tanning: Students tan
$3.55, 201 Richmond East,

a:::j=

. 234-71 41 .
---.,.---.,..- 1 /00
----ING BREAK on the beach
th Padre Island, Daytona
Fort Lauderdale, Fort
n Beach or Mustang
Port Aransas from only
, and skiing at Steamboat or
from only $86! Deluxe
·ng. parties, goodie bags,
... Hurry, , cal l Sunchase
for more information and
ations tol l free 1-80C>-3211 TODAYI When your
· g Break counts . . . count on

e.

:---_,/ 1 4
=--:-:---==-=-c--BRUARY SPECIAL Mary Kay
etics sale. Call Chris· 345,.._--,....,,....,. -,..._,_,
28
...,.
VINTAGE CLOTHING SALE at
1st Flea on Saturday March

.

Classi fied ads

on the Square 61 5 Monroe.
--------� 28

A nnnuncrm r n • ,

A n n o unct m f' n l !.

Lau ra Morris: a. k.a. Rosie,
Dara, Peggy, Andrea- you can
finally be yourself tonight!
You're halfway there! Happy
Birthday! Leaner,Beaner, Leg.
--------� 28
WELCOME
CAMS
ALPHA
OUR PARENTS TO E.1.U. FOR
.
THE WEEKEND!
/28
__k
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Daytona's
NEW! · It's
It's
because
DIPLOMAT! It's back
YOU wanted it. The Best price:
1 89. The Best location: 700 N.
Atlantic. Cal l 345-41 39.
_______3/ 5
Shelly, Tish, Sherri, Lisa, Helen
and Chris too! Let's ROCK this
weekend in St. Louis! Alpha Phi
Love, Marcia.
_./28
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

THE DIPLOMA11! 1
Block
North of the plaza. The BEST
DEAL to DAYTONA 1 89. Call
345-41 39.
_L/ 28
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
NANCY
COSTANZA,
Our
DREAMS have come t o an end
for now, with only memories
left to cherish, you'l l always be
l oved
and
r e m e m b e red
because you "INDEED" a re the
CREATEST. "NO-ONE" will ever
replace you not what we shared
togetherl
Thinking of you
always! Todd.

_L/ 28

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

and
NANCY
MA R I C K
THOMPKINS:
TAMARA
C o n g ratu l at i o n s
on
yo u r
initiation into the Honorary
Order of Omega! You're both
well deserving of the honorl
Love in Delta Zeta, your sisters.
--------� 28
JULIE LOMBARDO I LOVE
YOU VERY MUCH. JOHN.
____

<l:

<}

:

2/28

a::;:J"

SIGMA KAPPA'S: Thanks for an
awesome bash! Lets do it again
sometime. Love, The DELTS.
--------� 28
RELAX over Spring Break. Stay
in a LUXURIOUS CONDO on
Galveston Island-only $1 001!
Close to Houston! For more
info-call Leigh Ann-581 -5193.
___ .3/7
__
F RATE RAtte n t i o n
all
NITIES/SORORITIES: F riday at
4:00 will be ful l of Surprises!
--------� 28
Ann, Hockey was fun. Let's do
it again sometime. Guess who.
--------� 28

A n n o un c f' m t n l �

u::;::J,

Pete Richter and Dane Cox:
You've done a great job
organizing Phi Sig Formal, I'm
looking forward to a Ju n time in
St. Louis! Love Heather.
____2/28
___
10 TANS $32.00- 2 BEDS, .
Many openings. Call 345-1 544
91 8 Jackson.
_____ 3/3
Sirius Fitness wants to · help
you get ready for Spring. Pre
B real<
SPECIAL:
1
month
unlimited weight trainin or
aerobics and 1 0 tan sessions
$45.00. 345-1 544 718 Jackson.
.3/3
_______

J 1A

A n n ouncr m t n • �

T H E DIPLOMAT w e d i d it with
you last year ·we're going to do
it to you this yea r THE
DIPLOMAT from the people

who brought
ternational.

you

the

I n

/5

----,-....,.-....,..,--.,...
---3

K ris and Kathy- I'm glad you
made it. Let' s have a great
weekend. F riends t.Jrever,

Sharon.

______ 2i 2 8
TAUS! ITS JUST ONE DAY TILL
WE HIT THE TOWN LETS DO
CHICAGO OUR WAY AND
BOOGIE ON DOWN!

2. /28

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

SIGN UP IN MARCH FOR YOU R
APARTMENT AND RECEIVE A N
E.L. KRACKERS DINNER MEMBERSHIP
FREE *

Puzzle Answers

S T A F F E R I so l AC E D
A I R l I N EI cl I MA T E
S T A I N E DI R E p I N E S
S A B R e• E X E • s c A R P
I N I T• s A V E S • 1 S N 0
E I s • s p l I N E S• T A T
R A T C H E T I S A N D A l S
--- p A C - - L I A --S AM A R I AI C A T H0 D E
A B A• P E N N O N s •R E X
l I N E• s H 0 R E • R A S P
A l M A s• o w N• p E N C E
M E A T I E R• F 0 R AG E R
I N D U c e s• E V I D E N T
S E E Ii A CO E • D I G E S T S

A nn o unct m f' n l !.

Report errors Immediately a t 581 -281 2. A correct a d
wlll appear In the next edition. Un i"• notified, we
cannot be responsible for an Incorrect ad after Its first
lnaenlon. Deadllne 2 p.m. previous day.

This entitles you to 1 FREE
Dinner per month with
pu rchase of a d i nner of
equal val ue. ( * S u bj ect to
certain conditions.)

. PIN ETREE/LINCOLNWOOD
916 Woodlawn Dr. 345-2363
Office hours: Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 10-3

BLOOM COUNTY
111 50f?KY, Wl-... J:.1 NOT
5TllVtNfJ IN 70 WRrCH TV WITH
YOO TONl6#ff. NOT 10Nl&HT.
NO WAY. TONIGHT I 60 OOI!

PRESTIG IOUS

Alpha Phi Omega will have a chore day Saturday, March 1 from 9
m. - 4 p.m. Meet at the rock m see Dawn for details. APO will also
_
e a required
pledge meeting Sunday, March, 2 at 9 p.m. in t h e
iversity Union Martinsville Room.
Tit.Sigma Scholarship Committee will have an important meeting
day, March 2 at 7 p.m. in the Tri-Sigma House, 1 1 02 6th St. We
·n be planning awards, scholarship, dinner and study hours.
The Patriots & Sigm a Pi will have a candlelight service for POW
' Sunday, March 2 at 2 p.m. in the University Bal l room. Two
akers, Sammy Davis, a Congressional Medal Of Honor winner
Dorothy Lippert, coordinator of Ill. League of POW-MIA families
S.E. Asia. F ree admission!!
mpus Clips are published daily, free of charge, as a public service
the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
ice by noon one business da y before date to be published (or
te of event). Information should include event, name of spon
ring o rganization (spelled out - no Creek letter abbreviations),
te, time and place of event, plus any other pertinent information.
me and phone number of submitter must be included. Clips
taining conflicting or confusing information will not be run if
milter cannot be contacted. Clips will be edited for space
ailable. Clips submitted after noon of deadline day cannot be
ranteed publication. Clips will be run one day only for an y
ent. No clips will be taken by phone.
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First Annual Roundball Classic ·
Basketball T oumament March
15 and 1 6, t-shirts for the final '
fou r . and all-tournament team,
trophies for winning team and ·
tournament MVP. All proceeds
go towards the fight against
Multiple Sclerosis. For more Info
call, Mark 345-1 545 or Andy
348-541 3 or 345-9523.
--------� 28

DELTS: Be ready for tomorrow
night at Formal. We are going to
party all night, and rock the
downll
--------� 28

LOOK OUT CHICAGO THE
TAl!S ARE COMYN YOUR WAYl

A nnounc�m�n t s
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PIKES: Thanks for the uPajama
Slamma" party, it was great!

·

�-------Jo-< 28

EIU CHEERLEADERS: You guys
have done an EXCELLENT Job
this season! Enjoy your last
game! Love, Marcia.
First Annual Roundball Classic
Basketball Toumament March
15 and 1 6, t-shirts for the final
four and all-tournament team,
trophies for winning team and
tournament MVP. All proceeds
go towards the fight against
Multiple Sclerosis. For more
info. call, Mark 345-1 545 or
Andy 348-541 3 or 345-9523.

28

)
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BASEBALL PLAYERS: Alpha
Phis are psyched for Saturday!
9:30 P.M. on 9th St See ya
there!!
_
_
_
_
� 28
_..;._
..

_
_

LAURA MECUM, Keep you r
c h i n u p ! Remember your mom
and dad love you! Love, Sue and
Steve.
.

-----J.J 28
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_ PHI SIGMA SIGMA HAVE A
SUPER WEEKEND! Your secret
sorority.
28

ALPHA PHI NEW INITIATES:
Tuesday nights just aren't the
sam e! I miss you guys! Love,
Marcia.

A nnounc� m�n• �

�------_...., 28

Tri-Sigs. Thanks for a great
time. Lets do it again soon. The
Delta Sigs.
--------� 28

To MATI and BILLY (The
Husbands) You guys are the
greatest!! Thanks for taking me
out on my birthday and
especially for dinner on Sun
dayln Love your "Squishy"Bear.

..Ll28

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

DANCE MARATHON! GET A
PLEDGE SHEET IN THE UNION
NEXT WEEKI
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Ushers needed for Dr. Ruth
lecture March 3. Call 581-3829,
Office of Student Activities to
sign-up.

__

Report

Announc� m�nts

The DIPLOMAT has been
totally remodeled. New carpet.
New furniture. New televisions.
Its NEW. Its the DIPLOMATI It
costs 1 89.

_.:i/5

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

DAWN BUKESL Thanks for
making my birthday something
to remember- I think!!! Love ya
Sharon. P.S. How 'bout those
Sunglasses?

__.../28

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Christi Lynn, Just wanted to
say thanks again to a very
special someone for a very
specia�but much too short) five
weeks. rll never forget them.
Love,(your biggest T.B.) Timmy
Ray.

Need a special gift
.

.
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ATIENTION
E.1.U.
ROCK
FANS. Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis are putting on a party
Mon. March 3, at E.L. Krackers.
Specail features will include an
air band contest and drili
specials. Don't Miss ltll

--------�]
F RATER·
Attention
all
NITIES/SORORITIES:
Do you
know where YOl!Ll be Friday
at 4:00?!

Need a place to crash? Or just
to hang your hat? Find one in
the
Dai l y
Eastern
News
classifieds!

F r i da y , February 2 8 , t 9 8 6

ed ical jou rn a l steps

p a t t ac k o n tobacc o
CHICAGO (AP)-The Journal of the
erican Medical Association ,
stepping up its attack on tobacco use,
evotes its entire current issue to
cles emphasizing deadly risks
d by tobacco products and con
ding a higher cigarette tax could
encourage millions to give up
oking.
"The use of (tobacco products) we
regard as the greatest current public
ealth problem of our society," said an
editorial in Friday's journal-the third
special anti-tobacco issue in the past
18 months.
In one article, researchers said heart
tients who quit smoking have a
'gher survival rate than those who
ntinue the habit," said Dr. Ronald
. Vlietstra of the Mayo Clinic.
In another article, economist
Kenneth E. Warner concluded that an
8- to 16-cent-per-pack increase in
cigarette taxes would · encourage
tween 1 million and 2 million young
ple and 800,000 to 1.5 million
dults to stop smoking.
The AMA's Council of Scientific
Affairs, in another article, "recom
ends that the restrictions applying
to (broadcast) advertising
of
igarettes also be applied to the ad·
ertising of snuff and chewing
bacco."
The council said smokeless tobaccos
xpose users to "adverse health ef·
fects, such as oral cancer."
In the - AMA editorial, the
iation reiterated its call for a ban
n all forms of advertising for tobacco
roducts; a smoke-free society by the
of the century; insurance in
ustry incentives, such as discounted
remiums for non-smokers; expanded
ealth education programs; and a ban
n cigarette vending machines.
"They have concerns· in this area
d they have every right to put those
ut to people. We don't encourage
ple to smoke or dicourage people
rom smoking."
Richard A. Kronmal of the
niversity of Washington, one author·
f the heart-disease study, said
searchers had demonstrated "that
t's beneficial to quit smoking for
ple we know have heart disease."
Vlietstra noted: "Despite everything
e know about · cigarette smoking
ing hazardous, about two-thirds of
patients
saw continued
·

,,

.

The use of (tobacco
products) we regard as
current
greatest
the
public health problem of
our society.
-Editorial
Journal of the
American Medical
Association
�������
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Opera performance set

By DIANA WINSON

Staff writer

Calls for to bacco advertisin g ban

1

Eastern's Opera Theatre will
present one-act operas at 7:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday in Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
The operas, ''La Cantarina" by
Franz Joseph Haydn and ''The Old
Maid and the Thief" by Gian Carlo
Menotti are both comic, said Jerry
Daniels, director of the shows.
''La Cantarina," focuses on an
aspiring young singer "Gasparina,"
her singing teacher "Don Pellagio"
and wealthy "Don Ettore," Daniels
said.
.
This opera, originally written as
a radio opera in 1939 and first
staged in 194 1 , contains four
singing parts and one non-singing
part, he explained.

Singers include: senior Roberta
Youn g , j unior Jenna Kyle ,
graduate student Mary Greenhood,
senior Tom Studebaker and senior
Cathy Berns.
''The Old Maid and the Thief' is
about an old maid named "Miss
Todd," her servant ''Laetitia," and a
young beggar/thief that the two
resolve to protect from the
authorities.
Singers for this opera include:
sophomore
Joann
Hansen ,
freshman Sarah Wiggins, junior
Brian Downen and senior Connie
Checkley .
Admission is $4 .50 for adults and
$2 .50 for students and senior
citizens.
Tickets are available at the ticket
office in the Fine Arts Center . .

Crazy Daze leaves ' impression '

smoking."
turned back again he looked j ust like
By BETH CARLSON
Researchers evaluates the survival Staff writer
the person he was impersonating."
rate of 4,165 patients from around
Skip Griparis, comedian/rock
Karen Barlow, Crazy Daze '86
the country who registered with the impressionist, kicked off this year's coordinator, said the show went
national Coronary Artery Surgery Crazy Daze and received favorable "great. Attendance was about 60
Study. The article said 2 ,675 con reviews
people, which is what I expected."
tinued to smoke and 1 ,490 had quit
"It was pretty good , " said
Free popcorn and drinks were given
for more than a year.
sophomore Chris Bach. He added that away at the show Wedesday night.
Five years after heart disease was although he enjoyed all the im
Barry Drake finished off Crazy Daze
diagnosed, those who had quit pressions, he thought the Lennon and '86 with a .multi-media
presentation,
smoking had an 85 percent survival McCartney act, in which Lennon in ''The oots of ock
'n' Roll." There
R
R
rate, while the rate for smoker� was heaven talked to McCartney down on were slides and music
to accompany
78 percent, the study showed.
earth, was the best.
the presentation.
Researchers tried to pin down why "People who missed it missed a lot,"
Drake spoke about the rock 'n' roll
quitting seemed to increase longevity Bach added.
years of 1953-1963. Included in his
and found simply that smokers
Kathy Young, coordinator of next lecture were early rock artists such as
seemed to suffer more heart attacks, year's Crazy Daze, said ''I was im Elvis Presley, Little
Richard and Fats
Vlietstra said.
pressed with his impressions. I Dominoe.
"There is evidence to suggest that thought Gomer Pyle was really good."
There was a low turnout of about 20
cigarette smoking makes blood more
Young added that it wasn't only his people, which Barlow said could be
likely to clot, and it's fresh blood clot voice but his - facial expressions that because students went
to the bars
that causes a heart attack," said made him so good. ''When he turned instead. ''Tonight is a big
bar night,"
Vlietstra in a telephone interview away from the audience and then she 8aid.
from Rochester, Minn.
In the tax-increase study, War
ner-who evaluated previously
compiled date on how price increase s
affect buying habits-acknowledged
the percentage of people who would
Honoring the 1 04 Illinois
stop smoking because of a tax increase
is fairly small.
POW-MIA' s in S. E. Asia
But with more than 50 million U.S.
smokers, he said, "it's still a huge
Guest S peakers: Sam my Davis number of people."
Congressional
Medal of Honor w i n ner
Saying it is known that one in evey
three or four smokers dies of a
and Dorothy Lippe rt - Co-coo rd i nator,
smoking-related illness, Warner, of
Nationaf League of POW-MIA's i n S . E . Asia
the University of Michigan, said an
S
u
nday,
March 2, 2 p. m . in U n ion O ld Bal l room
"8-cent increase would avert the
smoking-induced premature deaths of
* FREE ADMISSION *
450,000 Americans."
Higher taxes would most deter the
young, who have less money to spend.

POW-MIA Candlel ight Service

T O N I G H T!
Buzzard Auditorium
6:30
9:00 P.M.
ADMISSION $ 1.00

/

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
UNION BOX OFFICE

''The Sure Thing is sparkling and
original in Us humor, so perceptive
about human nature. ,, - L.A. Times.

1111!�_;:
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St ore

____

television Wednesday.
"I couldn't beleive it so I called
(White Hen's) hotline to double check.
I was told t.0 come in after 9:30 a.m. to
confirm it. "
An application then had to b e fille d
out for her to receive her wmnings in
about four to six weeks, Kessler said.
·
Kessler said they plan to invest
some of the money and put some in
the bank. She said she also · plans to
give some of it to her children.
"We live out in the country in an old
· farmhouse and now we can build a
new house." Kessler said, adding, ''We
also plan to travel to Colorado,
Nevada and the Pacific .
.
Kessler and her husband, Jack,
operate Kessler Dry Wall in Ashmore.
But the second winner was Helland.
Helland's total winnings will now
top $32 ,000 in one-percent earnings
for selling the right tickets. White
Hen, in turn, gets· a share of Hellap.d's
winnings.
''They always get a percentage of
the sales, but this is an easy sale to
make ," Helland said.
As Lotto sales Climbed in Mattoon
after he had a winner there , Helland
said he expects the same to happen

from page 1

here: "One of the things that does is
people begin to think, 'Yeah, it can
happen here.' Yes, I'm sure (sales will
go up) . . . there's no question.
'1t took us longer than that in the
first store to get a winner, that's for
sure. But I told the White Hen people
it was kind of like having lightning
strike twice.''
Helland has
only
owned his
Charleston store since December.
"I think it's great. We've always had
fun with the lottery," he said. "It's
been fun having the lottery-we play
it along with everybody else.
''The way I look at it is all these
lottery players are taking a buck's
worth of chance at the American
Dream. Where else can you invest a
dollar and get that kind of windfall0"
The real fun, he said, is being able to
tell the winners that they, indeed,
have the right numbers.
Helland said the lottery has been a
big "traffic builder" at both stores and
he looks forward to announcing his
next winner. �ot too many people
get the chance to do that, and I could
get very used to it-you really make
their day.''

I n sta l l ment_
-

_
_
_
_
_
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N i g h ti n g al e s u bject of t a l k

By USA McGREAL

Staff writer

English instructor Peggy Brayfield
will
give
a
lecture
on
the
achievements and life of Florence
Nightingale at 2 p .m. Sunday in the
Booth Library ·LeGture Hall:
The lecture is part of Woman's
History and Awareness Month, and is
also one of a series of lectures being
presented
by
the
American
Association -0f University Professors.
Brayfield said sh a will not only
speak on Nightingrue's achievements
as a nurse, but also as a scholar and a

woman.
�ile in college, Brayfield said she
admired Nightingale, but she later
read a book - which contradicted
popular beliefs she had about her.
The book portrayed Nightingale as a
power-hungry, selfish woman. This
prompted Brayfield to do her own
research
in
which
she
found
Nightingale to be a "wonderful and
heroic role model.''
During Brayfield's lecture, she will
try to reveal the real Nightingale and
her personality.

Beach Bash Dance Marathon
Saturday March 15 9 a.m. 7 p.m.
E.L. Krackers. to benefit Leukemia
Grand Prize: Ski trip to Colorado
(by WEIC)
Contact Alpha Sigma Tau 345-7236
or Delta Tau Delta 348-8222
-

from page 1

student does not pay the second in handle the plan.
Armstrong began researching the
tallment, Armstrong said.
tJ!tliis . would
involve
collection issue further after the Faculty Senate
procedures,
and
more
staffing and the Student Senate submitted a
survey to her to show her that there
problems, Armstrong added.
Armstrong said she is concerned was a definite need for some sort of an
that students who may be unable to · installment plan.
pay the second installment could also
A questionairre handed out at
leave empty seats in classes that other central registration showed that 40
percent of students participating in
students may really need to be in .
Also, the University does not have a central registration did so because
flexible billing system that can ac they lacked funds to pre-register,
commodate this type of installment . Goodrick said.
At this point, Goodrick, Scott Smith
plan, Armstrong said.
The current system can only of the physics department, and
determine if a student has paid the Student Body President Floyd Akins
entire bill, or if he hasn't. However, really started pushing the plan,
Armstrop.g said the University is Goodrick said.
working on a system that could
·

Black

_________

also said past cutoff dates have hurt
black enrollment here.
"That
did
effect
minority
enrollment," Rives said. However, he
said the effect of this year's possible
cutoff "should have less impact ·
because we're not looking at that early
(Feb. 1 or 1 7).
James Johnson, assistant dean of
Student Personnel Services, said he
expected . a cutoff date would hurt
Eastern's black enrollment.
"We've already got a pretty bad
situation," Johnson said , adding that
. a cutoff date would probably make a
bad
situation
worse.
This
fall,
Eastern's black enrollment, the lowest
of the five Board of Governors
schools, totaled 448 students.
Johnson said a cutoff date would
affect black students more because
they usually don't decide if they are
goin g to college-and therefore don't
apply-until after they find out if
they can get financial aid.
Sam Taber,
dean of Student
Academic Services, also said "as a
general statement, it's probably true"
that a cutoff date hurts black
enrollment. However, he said it was
too early to tell to what extent a
cutoff date would effect black
enrollment this year since a cutoff
date hasn't been imposed yet.
Taber said that when a cutoff date
is imposed is · a key factor for
enrollment. In the past, he said,
application cutoff dates have been
imposed "as early as mid- to late
·

·

from page 1

January and as late as June."
Taber would not speculate as to
when the decision will be made as to
when and if a cutoff date will be set.
He said he, along with Rives and
Glenn Williams, vice-president for
Student Affairs, are continually
checking data, such as housing ap
plications and applications from
transfer students, to determine how
many spots will be open for freshmen
next year.
When it is decided enough freshman
applications have been received in
order for the university to fill
available freshman spots and to
maintain about the same overall
enrollment, the cutoff date will be set,
Taber said.
"Ideally, I would prefer that there
not be a cutoff date," Jones said.
"However, I also recognize why the
university is doing it. "
Eastern's
enrollment
this
fall
totaled 9 ,926 students.
In 198 1 , when cutoff dates were set
for both freshman and transfer
student
application s ,
Eastern
enrollment hit an all-time high of
10,016 students.
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education had issued a recom
mendation to Eastern in January of
1980 to reduce its enrollments. The
IBHE made the recommendation
because
it
believed
Eastern's
enrollment was too high in relation to
the state funding it was getting.
' ' " � .. .. .

Sen d c lassifieds to. you r friends !

: F r i day , February 2 8 , 1 98 6
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oord i nator : Wom en ' s co u n c i l prog ressi n g

Sometimes an organization can exist for several
before gaining recognition, and the Women's
udies Council coordinator believes her
ization is "finally" receiving some.
"I feel that we are really growing, and are finally
g more and more recognition," Peggy
yfield, the council's program coordinator, said.
Brayfield has been a charter member since 1978
en the Women's Studies Council was formed at
tern.
The Women's Studies Council is an academic
uncil with members appointed by Margaret
erberg, assoeiate vice president �or academic
airs.
The council is broken down into three separate
mmittees: academic, program, and social and
gnition, Brayfield said.
·

Janet Norberg, speech-communications in
structor and council member, has made con
tributions to past studies on women awareness.
Norberg teaches "Rhetoric of Women," a course
designed to study issues relevant to the Women's
Movement and answers given by women through
public co:m,munication.
Norberg is one of last year's recipients of the
''Women of Achievement" awards.
While studying salaries, Norberg began what was
known as Women's Equalization, or ''WE . "
information on
''WE " is aimed at obtaining
women's salaries and promotions at Eastern.
Norberg said she found some very "unequal"
information.
However, Norberg believes the council is a
positive organization for becoming aware of such
matters.
"Not only is it a chance for people to meet each

____
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A reception for the second Area
omen Artists' Juried Exhibit will
presented from 4 to 6 p.m.
turday at the Tarble Arts Center.
The reception, an activity of
Women's History and Awareness
Month, is planned for the same day
as the Women's Expo and Health
Fair, said Janet Messenger, acting
curator of the TAC.
The TAC and the Women's
Studies Council are jointly hosting
the exhibition until March 30.
The juried competition was open
t.o all women artists in East Central
IDinois and surrounding areas,
representing Charleston, Mattoon ,
Effingham, Sullivan and Ashmore.
Juror James Krehbiel selected
what items to show in the
exhibition.
Krehbiel selected 39 pieces by 3 1

·

artists from 138 entries and 85
artists in all, Messenger said.
Included in the exhibition ' are
paintings, drawings , prints,
photographs, ceramics and fiber
art. There are both realistic and
abstract pieces, she said.
The idea for the exhibition
originated with art instructor
Hannah Eads last year.
Eads said the artists are teachers,
students, and housewives. No
prizes will be awarded because "it is
simply a showcase of women artists
in the area," he said.
''There are quite a few practicing
professional artists in the show,"
and many amateurs "already have a
reputation in the area," Messenger
said.
"A variety of subject matter is
taken from nature . People might
recognize a lot of landscapes," she
added.

1 5A

other socially and professionally, but most of all
academically," Norberg said.
Women's courses are offered through the English ,
journalism, history, health, home economics and
other departments.
In addition to providing academic information,
the council also provides programming through its
program committee.
This committee is especially busy at this time
because of Women's History and Awareness Month,
which the council is sponsoring for the fourth
consecutive year.
The Women's History and Awareness Month is a
month-long series of activities focusing on women's
achievements and concerns.
The social and recognition committee handles
awards like the ''Women of Achievement" award.
The committee also plans social events
throughout the year.

C a n d l e l i g h t ce remon y set
By BRIAN NEIGHBORS

Staff writer

Sgt. Sammy Davis, a congressional
medal of honor winner, will speak at 2
p.m. Sunday in the Union Grand
Ballroom at a candlelight ceremony
for the 104 lliinois men designated
missing in action in Vietnam.
The ceremony will be hosted by the
Patriots Marching Color Guard and is
sponsored by Sigma Pi , said Robert
Mathias of the Patriots.
Davis has appeared and talked at
several noteworthy events, including
FarmAid, Mathias sai� .
The MIA/POW issue has been a big
controversy since the United States
pulled out, Davis said.
"The government says that there
are no live POW's in Nam but the
soldiers who were there are no different," Davis said.
Dorothy Lippert , Illinois cocoordinator for the National -League
of Families and MIA mother will
speak about the league and what it

does to promote POW release ,
Mathias said.
Mike Ferguson, chairman of the
Illinois Vietnam Veterans Memorial
will also speak.
After the speeches, members of the
audience will be asked to light one of
the 104 candles, said Patriot member
Jim Highland.
One of the MIA's, Capt. Dean Paul
St. Pierre, is an Eastern alumni and a
former member of Sigma Pi, Mathias
said.
At Christmas, Sigma Pi sent cards
to the 104 MIA families, Hoffman
said.
The Patriots Marching Color Guard
has worked with Eastern students
before, Mathias said.
"We always get a good reception for
our cause from the students," Mathias
said.
The Illinois Vietnam Vet Memorial
which Ferguson will speak of, will be
in Springfield, near Lincoln's Tomb,
Mathias said.

Su m mer Conference
Assistant

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Applications Available

Beginning Monday, Marc� 3
4:00 p. m. at the
G eneral Info rmation
Meeting

L� Check Out
.-�----------- - - - - --------�
rF ri d a y' s B a n d
...

Charleston-Mattoon Room-Union

D u e Back

" T H E S TA N D
"

l from Decatu r

I featu ri ng fo rmer members of "CLOCKWO RK O RAN GE"
1 and "SLI P MAH O N EY"
•
1 6 oz.
I
O l d Style

I
I
I

7

.
5¢

$1 00

-16 oz Bud
- Calvert & Coke

Amaretto'

85¢ sto ne sour

songs by REM, U2, Police, Stones, Clash, Lennon, Rod Stewart & mo re!

GET_!���R

-

s 1 °0 f ro m 8

If you a re unable to a ttend

I

.:_�_:v����� -----j
"Wh iskey Jack" I

CO U P O N
Satu rday's Band . . .
_

Friday, March . 7, 4: 30 p. m .
beca use of class conflict,
please call

- - --------

g

Lead si nger Stacy Doty has reco rded in Nashvi l l e!
I
Songs by Bob Seger, John Couga r,
t "'O
H u ey Lewis, Eric Clapton & mo re!
-1 6 oz O l d Style I 0
1 6 oz
- R u m & Coke
z
O l d Style
- gi n/vodka col l i n s J

,

$1 oo
85 ¢

7 5¢

°0 f ro m 8 - 1 0 w/coupon
FO R 51
-GET-I N ----

--

---

CO U P O N

-- - �- -- - - - - -

I
I

Mary M. Smith, 58 1 -25 1 5

0

Looking for something you lost? *
Lost/ Found ads run FREE lor three days

*

*

For lnlormation , Call 58 1 -28.14

*

J

16�:
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Air Band Contest
For M. S.
Miller 3 2 oz.
Econo Cups $ P0

Progressive
Nite
s-9

10
91 0- 1 1
1 1 .1

open 8 : 00

11

10

Raffle for M. S.

Drafts
1 0•
1 5•
20•
2 5•

Mixers l
50•
•
ao
10•
15•

5

No
Cover

7 5 ¢ Blue Tail Flys
Open at 1 0 : 0 0

12

FREE

Winners to be

Adm ission

M iller 3 2 oz.
Econo Cups $ 1 50

7 5¢ Sloe Gin
Fizzes

announ ced tonight

17

Same As

open at 9 : 0 0

Spring B reak
Party

DR I N K S

Progressive
Beer Special

No Cover

$2.25
R E F I LLS $ 1 . 5 0

13

19

-:

�K.i�S.

NO

r�·
(: ·';

ENTRY

"/'

7 5 ¢ Vod ka &
Gin M ixers

Progressive
N i te
a-9
9- 1 o
1 0- 1 1
1 1 -1

Drafts

1 o•
1 5•
20•
2 5•

-x·�

�i
'tttle '

25

Closed
for
Spring
Break

Little
Kings
· r-- ·

C HARG E

Wear Sunglasses
Get in F R E E Til 9

Open at 9: 00

24

B U C K E T-0BU LLE TS N ITE
BUCKET w/4 KI NGS

Open at 1 0 : 0 0

2 FOR 1

LL

6
UTILE K I NGS

. . . ..

8
2-4- 1

LADIES
FREE TIL 9
2 - 4 - 1 D R I N KS TIL 9

D R I N KS
TIL 9

G I N & TON I CS
75¢

15

1 4 1 FIRST 5 0

ST. PATS DAY
C E LEBRATION

PEOPLE G E T
I N FREE ·

TWO- FOR-ONES
TIL 9 : 00

2°0 R E F I LLS

7 5 ¢ TOM

21

M I LLER BUCK ETS

350 48 oz.

ALSO 2 - 4 - 1 TI L 9

COLLINS

WEAR A
TI E FOR F R E E
ADM ISSIO N
TI L 9 : 00
7 5 ¢ 1 6 oz Drafts

22
TWO FOR
ONE D R I N KS
TI L 9 : 00

2-4- 1 TIL 9:00

2 8 LADI ES &

G E NTS F R E E
T I L 9 : 00

29

2 - 4 - 1 D R I N KS TIL 1 0

Mixers

50•
so•
10•
7 5•

$1 .25
STRAWBERRY
DAQU I R I S

2-4- 1
D R I N KS
T I L 9 : 30

Looking to rent a
house or apartment?

The Daily Eastern News
can

help with the

'86 Housing
Guide

Attention leasers, subleasers , roommate seekers,
new/used furniture stores, & other businesses:
The Daily Eas tern News can help you find what you're fooking for
in the '86 Housing Guide-Running Thursday, March 13th.

Buy a 1 % "x l 1/2" plot for $5 or purchase as many as you want to
build your own block. Fill out the form below and bring it to the
News ' office, Buzzard Bldg. , between 8 a.m. and 4 : 30 p .m.

--- ------------- --- - - - - - - - ------------------- --------- ---- -------�

.... .. --.... - -- - - - - ,

: 3-BedroOm

I

I

House

$1 30.00

I Includes water and heat
I
Large porch and yard
I 1 3 1 3 Mockingbird Ln.
I call Herman-345-9

• • •

I

I

I

II

I
I

l!!!:!!!! ! !!�"!.8�.LJ
(Example)

Ad dead l i n e : T h u rs . , March
Name:

6.

Housing Gu ide publishing date : Th u rs . , March 1 3 .

_______

Ad to Read :
'
t

Address :

_______

Phon e :

__

ra ke re bou n d i ng sta l l s Pa nt h er com e bac k
DOBIE HOLLAND

•Drake's Wanda Ford shows wh y she
leads na tion in s coring and rebounding,
p�ge J

If ever the Panthers needed to

bound, it was Thursday night
ainst the awesome board forces of
ake.
All-American Wanda Ford scored
1 points and hauled in 23 rebounds
lead the Bulldogs to 67-61 thriller
Lantz Gym.
The defeat dropped the sixth-placed
Panthers under the .500 mark for the
first time in the Gateway Conference
competition at 7-8, 15-10 overall.
Meanwhile, Drake moves to a 19-6,
14-1 record in the conference, one-half
game behind first-place Southern
Illinois.
The Panthers' comeback heroics
before 3 1 7 fans were thwarted by
Drake's whopping 63-25 rebounding
edge. In addition, the inability to hit
critical one and only shot attempts
that the Bulldogs allowed throughout
the.second half.
"We just got cold late," Panther
coach Bobbie Hilke said. ''Those
outside shots, we shouldn't have
missed those.
"The rebounding, we haven't
rebounded well all year, so it didn't
surprise me," Hilke said.
"I think our kids played hard. They
were dragging off the floor with some
big bruises in this game. There was a
lot of hitting the floor and they were
going after everything," Hilke added.
Eastern had rallied from a 37-28
halftime deficit via the zone-press to
take a short-lived 42-4 1 lead with
16:14 remaining.
However, Ford defied the halfcourt
lx?x-and-one defense scoring two of 16
points off an offensive board, guard
Karlin Hayes (10 points) canned an
18-footer and reserve Sue Caspers

(four points, four rebounds) hit a short
jumper to open a 4 7-42 lead with
14 : 1 5 left.
Carole Baumgarten-in her final
season as the Bulldog coach-will
retire unbeaten against the Panthers
at 6-0 during her 15-year career.
"One of the key things that shut
down Eastern is we shut down (Sue)
Hynd inside," Baumgarten said,
referring to the Panther center's
scoreless performance. "I think the
big kids (on Drake) inside was to our
advantage."
Eastern's offense was charged by
the electrifying performance of senior
guard Melanie Hatfield. Hatfield
scored 19 . points, grabbed three
rebounds and swiped a game-high
nine steals.
Freshman Lisa Tyler continues to
give the Panthers promise for the
future. Tyler added 14 points, eight_
boards, five assists and two steals to
the Panther attack.
Eastern will conclude its see-saw
season at home, when they . on
Saturday attempt to avenge an earlier .
loss to ninth-place Northern Iowa.
Tip-off is at 5 : 1 5 p.m.
_

·

Drake (67)
Hayes 5 0-1 10, Slockett 0 0-0 0, Otten 7 4-6 1 8,
Dudengo 2 0-0 4, Ford 1 3 5·6 3 1 , Caspars 2 0-0 4.
Totals 29-69 9- 1 3 67.
bstem (61)
Bonsett 2 0-0 4, Hatfield 7 5-6 1 9, Aldridge 5 2-3
1 2, Tyler 6 2-2 1 4, Hynd 0 0-0 0, Walsh O 0-0 0,
Hamilton 5 1-2 1 1 , Brown 0 1-2 1. Totals 25-67 1 1 1 5 61 .
Rebounds-Drake 63 (Ford 23), Eastern 25 (Tyler
8). Steals-Drake 3 (Otten 2), Eastern 15 (Hatfield
9).
Halftime-Drake 37, Eastern 28.
A-31 7.

C urtain closer

Inside

Eastem's wrestl i n g team has high
hopes for qualifying membe rs for
the NCAA Nationals.

By DAN VERDUN

see page 2

Assistant sports editor

Say hey

Willi� Mays has made his return
baseball this spring with the San
Francisco Giants.

to

seepage 2

/

Title track

Eastern guard Sheryl Bonsett d rives the lane agai nst Drake's Karl i n Hayes (1 0)
during the Panthers' 6 7-61 loss Thu rsday in Lantz Gym . Bonsett scored fou r poi nts .
and dished out th ree assists fo r Eastern on th e n i gh t.

Panthers host U IC i n key contest

Regional bouts

•

PAUL KLATT I Staff photographer

Eastern will not only wrap up it.s
regular season at 7:30 p.m. Saturday
in Lantz Gym, but Panther seniors
Kevin Duckworth, Jon Collins, Doug
Crook and Drew Beck will also make
the final home appearances of their
careers.
The four seniors and the rest of the
Panthers (16-12 overall, 7-6 in the
AMCU-8) will entertain IllinoisChicago (12-14 , 7-6) in an AMCU-8
conference game that will not only
decide third-place in the conference
standings, but also which team gets
the higher seed in the league's post
season tournament.
"Obviously, we'd like to finish third
and get the higher seed," Eastern
coach Rick Samuels said.
By- finishing third Eastern would be
paired against sixth-place Valparaiso

in next week's AMCU-8 tour
nament-a fact that doesn't bother
Samuels despite the Crusaders' two
wins over the Panthers this season.
''That put.a a lot of pressure on
Valpo," Samuels said. ''It's tough to
' beat a team three times in one
season."
But before the Panthers get too
ahead of themselves, Eastern must

concentrate its efforts on Illinois
Chicago.
The Flames defeated the Panthers
85-79 Jan. 30 at Chicago in a game in
which Eastern was plagued by a slow
start and forced to play comeback
basketball.
''They played very well up there,"
Samuels said. ''They shot very well
and we had to play catch up. We just
couldn't seem to get the big basket
when we needed it."
However , Samuels anticipates
Eastern playing better on its home
court; particularly with the Panther
seniors making their final home
appearances.
"One of the things I would caution is
that they (seniors) don't get too
pumped up and try to play too per
fectly," Samuels said. ''But, they're all
experienced so I expect them to play
well. "
Duckworth, Collins and Crook all
have the added inspiration of possibly
attaining career milestones in
Saturday's game.
Duckworth is a sure bet to become
Eastern's all-time rebounding leader.
The 7-foot center needs just one board
to break out of a tie with Bob Rickett
(1962-65) for the top spot. Both
players have 828 rebounds.

Collins is 32 points shy of sur
passing John Milholland (1956-58) as
the Panthers' career scoring leader.
Collins has amassed 1 ,624 points in
his three-year career at Eastern.
Should Crook score 18 points he
would move past both Gary Yoder
(1969-72) and Jeff Furry (1973-76)
and into 10th place on the all-time
Eastern scoring list. Crook's career
high 29 points came against Illinois
Chicago three years ago.
The Panthers, however, have
struggled of late. Eastern has lost five
of its last six games.
''The schedule (is the main reason),"
Samuels said. ''It's tough to play six
games in 10 days. All of that travel
hrrt us, but we did play well Monday
at Cleveland State."
The Panthers' bid to upset the
AMCU-8 champion Vikings fell short
by just eight points Monday . Since

that time, Eastern has had the
remainder of this week to rest from
it.s torrid schedUle and prepare for
Illinois-Chicago.
Illinois-Chicago is paced by
sophomore guard Eric Longino, who
averages 18.4 points per game.
Sophomore
center
Nathan
Chambers adds a 13.5 points-per
contest average.
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_Wrest lers bo u n d for reg ion a l
· · with C!ln fi dent expec tat ion s
.

-

By MIKE NELSON

Staff writer

It's no secret that Eastern's wrestlers have had a
successful season, finishing with a 10-2 dual meet
record. But that all goes out the window this
weekend when the grapplers travel to Southwest
Missouri to compete in � Midwest Regionals. .
"Everyone has wrestled really well so far this
season," said Eastern coach Ralph McCausland.
'�But the team record has no bearing when it comes
to regionals."
The Panthers will be one of 10-full teams and two
partial teams competing. The top three qualifiers
will advance to the national meet next week. There
will also be one wild-card wrestler picked by the
coaches to advance.
Eastern's Chris McEarland (158) is expected to be
seeded No.1 in the tournament. McFarland has
beaten half of the wrestlers competing in his weight
class in the regionals.
"Seedings are critiCal in this meet. They play a big
role in how a wrestler performs," McCausland said.
"But it's very important to just take this t<?ur
nament one match at a time."
Other wrestlers expected to have a good chance at

advancing to the national meet are Ozzie Porter
(167) and Demetrius Harper in the heavyweight
division. Porter has a 26-4 individual record.
"Ozzie has a lot of talent, but he has a tendency to
hold back in some matches," McCausland said.
"When he opens it up, he scores a lot of points."
Harper, a Lincoln Junior College transfer, will
carry a 25-9-3 record into regionals. Harper has
proven this season that he is good under pressnre,
as he showed against Purdue and Illinois whe1 . he
won his match to give Eastern victories.
Two other Eastern wrestlers that may be the dark
horses of this year's regionals are Mark Ruettiger
(134) and Marty Molina (177).
.
Ruettiger was an All-American last year, placing
sixth in the 134-pound division. But he has only
wrestled in three meets this year,. Originally, he was
to be ineligible all season before being reinstated by
the NCAA after it changed the interpretation of the
rule.
Molina has come on strong in the past four weeks.
The freshman has been wrestling with a lot of
confidence, according to McCausland.
"Marty has wrestled really well in the past few
weeks," McCausland said,
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Mays welcomed
bac k to base ba l l
· after lo n g l ayoff
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP)-Hall of Farner Willie
Mays, barred from baseball seven years ago for
accepting a job with a gambling casino, brought his
No. 24 out of retirement Thursday and joined the
San Francisco Giants as a spring training in
structor.
"I've waited a long time for this day. I always felt
I was going to get back," said the 54-year-old Mays.
"I played in oldtimers ganies for the past 10 years,
but they said I couldn't get paid in baseball
anymore. I never hollered about it.
"But I always thought, 'Why use me in oldtimers
games and still not let me participate as. far as
finances are concernedot
"But when I look at it now, everything worked out
fine."
Bowie Kuhn, when he was commissioner, barred
Mays on Oct. 27, 1979, after the 20-time all-star
centerfielder signed a 10-year contract to work in
public relations for Bally's Park Place Hotel and
Casino in Atlantic City, N.J.
Peter Ueberroth, Kuhn's successor, lifted the ban.

ENTER THE
•

HIGH _ LIFE®

WIN 11tt FI
SWEEPSTAKES
You could win $10,000 plus a trip for four to
the College Basketball Finals!
Grand Prize:

Sl0,000 plus a trip for four to the College Basketball Semi-Finals
and Finals March 29-31 in Dallas , TX
5 First Prizes:

Sl,ooO plus a Giant Screen TV to catch all the play-off action
2 5 Second Prizes:

VHS Video Recorder/Player
1, 000 Third Prizes:

Official Al McGuire Sports Bag

i
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-------------�
FORM
�

I
I WIN � RNALS
I SWEEPSTAKES
I
I

I
I

HIGH LI FE.

HOW TO ENTE R:
To be ellglble to win a prize you must
complete this entry form and mall to:

�� �

.

MHL "Win the Finals" Sweepstakes

P.0. 801 4945

OFFICIAL ENTRY
(PLEASE HAND PRINT)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
TELEPHONE

(No P.O. Boxes, Please)
STATE

ZIP
GE. ------

Yes, 1 would like to attend the College Basketball Finals with All
His seat number Is: Section __ Row -- Seat --

I
I
I
I

I
1

I
1

Here's How To Enter:

1. On an official entry form or plain piece of 3" x 5" paper. hand print your name and address and indicate the section.
row and seat number appearing on Al McGuire's ticket to the College Basketball Finals.
Please note· the section row and seat number appearing on Al McGuire's ticket can be found on specially
designed M iller High Ute "Win the Finals" sweepstakes displays at your participat ing Miller High Lile retailer.
If you cannot find the special Miller High Life "Win The Finals" Sweepstakes number. send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Seat Number Request. P.O. Box 4046, Blair, NE 68009.
Limit one request per envelope. Requests must be received by Feb. 28, 1 986. Residents of the state of WA only need
·
·
not affix postage to their self-addressed envelope.
2. Mail your entry in a hand-addressed envelope no larger than 41/a " x 91h" (#10 envelope) to: Miller High Life "Win
the Finals " Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 4945, Blair, N E 68009. E nter as often as you wish, b.ut each entry_ must be mailed
separately and received by March 19, 1 986. We cannot be responsible for lost, late or misdirected mail.
3. Winners will be determined in a random drawing from among all entries received under the supervision _of the O.L
BLAIR CORPORATION , an independent judging organization whose decisions are final on all matters relating to this
offer. I n order to be eligible for a prize, you must correctly indicate the section , row and seat number appearing on Al
McGuire's ticket to the College Basketball Finals.
4. This sweepstakes is open to residents of the United States who are of legal drinking_ age in their state of residence
at time of entry. The Miller Brewing Company, Philip Morris, Inc., their distributors, affiliates, subs1d1aries, advertising
and promotion agencies, retail alcoholic beverage licensees and the employees and _families of each are not eligible.
This sweepstakes is void in the states of KS, MO, O H , TX , VA , VN, and wherever proh1b1ted by law. Limit one prize per
family. Taxes on prizes are the sole responsibility of prizewin ners. _All federal, state and local laws and regulations
apply. The odds of winning a prize depend up_on the number of eligible entries_ received. No subst1tut1on.of prizes 1s
permitted . Prizewinners will be obligated to sign and return an afMav11 of ehg1b1hty within 5 days of nolilicat1on. In
the event of noncompliance within this time period , an alternate winner will be selected .
5. Grand Prizewinners and traveling companions must be of legal drinking age in the state of Texas a·nd must agree to
return and depart on dates specified by the sponsor. Any prizes returned to the sponsor or to the O.L Blair Corporation
as undeliverable will be awarded to an alternate winner. All prizes will be awarded . The approximate retail values of the
prizes are as follows: Grand Prize-$14,000; First Prize-$3,000 ea . ; Second Prize-$350 ea . ; Third Prize-$6.50 ea.
6. For a list of prizewinners, send a separate, self-addressed, stamped envelope to : Miller High Life "Win the Finals"
Winners US!, P.O. Box 4950, Blair, N E 68009.
© 1986 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, WI
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ational leader Ford truly unstoppable force
editor

e's not a Chevy. She's not a
e. She's the nation's leading
r and rebounder in NCAA
· ion I women's basketball all
ed into one, Drake's Wanda Ford.
ord, a rock-solid 6-foot center
parible to · a women's version of
Malone, has become the single
dominating force in women's
etball this season.
In the past, whenever women's
etball was the topic, USC's
eryl Miller was widely recognized
the best to play. No longer. Miller
. takes second seat to Ford, who
· gs new meaning to the word
boundin'g.
"She's a once in a lifetime player,"
'd Drake coach Carole Baumgarten
r Ford scored 31 points and pulled
wn
a whopping 23 rebounds
ursday in a 67-61 win over Eastern.
ve coached for 15 years and never
n anyone like her.
"USA Today is having serious
considerations between her (Ford) and
ler as to who's the best in the
country," Baumgarten said . "That's
e first time that's happened since
Cheryl started playing."
"She's definitely Kodak All
American material," added Eastern
coach Bobbie Hilke.
Ford has led the country in scoring
and rebounding for the past seven
weeks, longer than any college player
·

. in any division, men included. She
averages 30. 1 points a game and 1 7
rebounds.
''That's all set aside when I go out on
the court," said Ford. ''I'm very
pleased with it but I won't let myself
become overconfident." .
"She's hungry for rebounds and that
has led to her great scoring," added
Baumgarten.
The last player to lead the nation in
both categories was Wichita State's
Xavier McDaniel, who led men's
Division I at various times last year.
''I just have a feeling for where the
ball is at," said Ford, who averaged
17 .8 boards a game last year. "A lot of
my rebounds come off of my own
misses."
The senior's accomplishments have
brought national acclaim, none of
which has put any pressure on her,
she says ..
"I don't feel that being the national
leader puts any added pressure on
me," Ford says. "But I think it makes
other teams try and work a little
harder to stop me. "
The problem fo r opposing teams is
that none can stop her. Last week, she
poured in a career-high 54 points
against Southwest Missouri.
"She's a powerful player," said
Eastern forward Ann Brown, who had
the unenviable task of guarding Ford
most of the night. "She knocked me
out of there (the lane) a couple times. "

Two seriou sly
b u rned in fire
at Brewer camp
CHANDLER. Ariz. (AP)-A natural gas
explosion sent a ball of flame through the
Milwaukee Brewers' new spring training
clubhouse Thursday, injuring 10 people in
cluding Manager George Bamberger and
General Manager Harry Dalton.
Bamberger, Dalton and others were hurt
trying to douse the burning clothes of third
base coach Tony Muser and Jeff Sutton, a
plumber.
Sutton and Muser were seriously burned.
"I was trying to get the fire out, and get
people out of there as fast as I could, because
you never knew if there would be another
explosion," said Dalton, who was released from
a hospital after emergency treatment.
Tom Skibosh, the Brewers' public relations
director, ran to where he heard the explosion.
''When I opened the door, Muser was on fire,"
Skibosh said. "George jumped on him, and
(bullpen Coach Larry) Haney jumped on him."
Bamberger called it a terrible explosion.
"This bolt of fire came right through the door
just like it went right through me and knocked
me out of my chair," Bamberger said.
"Everybody was knocked to the floor . . . Larry
Haney was on the floor next to me, both arms
on fire.
''The workman was in the doorway going out
of. my office, and he's completely on fire with
his hair and his back and everything," Bam
berger said. "Harry Dalton, the general
manager, was trying to beat that out and I
jumped on him.
''We got the fire out anyway, and I got him
out of the building," Bamberger said.
Muser, ;38 and Sutton, 22, were flown by
helicopter to the Maricopa County Burn Unit in
nearby Phoenix.
Muser suffered second-degree and third
degree burns over 50 percent of his body and
was listed in serious but stable condition at the
Phoenix burn unit.
Sutton suffered burns over 10 percent of his
body, primarily on his hands and face.
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BILL HEUMAN I Staff photographer

'
D ra ke's Wanda Fo rd posts u p i nside d u r i n g the B u l ldogs' 67-61 victo ry over
Easte rn Thu rsday i n Lantz Gym . F ord, a p re-season A l l-Ame rican, scored 3 1 poi nts
and p u l l ed down 23 rebounds on the n i ght.

Waiting· is over

Swimmers dive into Midwest meet
By JOE LEWNARD
Staff writer

The moment Eastern's women's swim team has
been waiting for all season has finally arrived.
The tankers will compete in the Midwest
Championships this weekend at Illin:ois-Chicago,
and Eastern coach Ray Padovan hopes his team will
place in the top half of the meet.
The meet will consist of 13 teaips, and the
Panthers will face strong competition from teams
such as Illinois State and Western Illinois. These
teams defeated Eastern earlier this season, but
Padovan is confident his team will do well in the
meet.
The swimmers are also confident of rebounding in
the Midwest meet.
Distance-swimmer Connie Wieck swam .her
career-best time in the 1650-yard freestyle at the
conference championships at Illinois State. What's
more, she feels she should do even better this
weekend since she has tapered.
"She will be very, very, competitive come Mid
west," Padovan said.
Wieck was impressed with her time in the con
ference meet, but she said she hopes to do even

better at Midwest.
Wieck added that when she swims a race before
the 1 650-yard freestyle, it helps her get motivated
and she believes this helps her performance in the
mile .
Freshman Carolyn Guditis said she was happy
with her season and hopes to finish with a good
performance at Midwest.
"My goals are to better my times in the 200-yard
butterfly and the 200-yard freestyle," Guditis said. t
"I expect to drop a lot of time, especially in the 200yard freestyle-:-a week of rest'will do me good. "
Junior Tracy Saal feels she has been swimming
consistently all season, but added that she her times
were a little better at this point last season.
Saal said she is looking forward to swimming the
50-yard freestyle because it is such a short race.
She added that she hasn't been swimming as well
in the 200-yard freestyle this season as compared to
last season.
"I hope mr tim(ls will come down in the 100 and
the 200 (freestyles) by Midwest," Saal said.
"I'd like to do at least as well as I did last season
when I was in the finals of the consolation heats,"
Saal said.

No more sq uatt i n g

Fisk starts d ifficult move to left field
CHICAGO (AP)-Carlton Fisk jokes that his legs
aren't used to field work, but Chicago White Sox
outfield coach Joe Nossek says that if Yogi Berra
could go from catcher to left field, Fisk can too.
Fisk has plenty to get used to in his new position.
His cap, for starters. When Fisk went to left field
for the first day of practice Wednesday at the Sox
spring training grounds in Sarasota, Fla . , he was
wearing his cap catcher's style-backwards.
His new outfielder's glove also seemed a bit stiff.
"How long does it take to break one of these
things in anyway?" Fisk asked.
But he added, ''You don't have to catch as many
balls with an outfielders glove."
There are other advantages. ''I didn't have to
squat once," Fisk said.
But that raised the question of the 38-year-old
legs. After making a long run at a fly ball, only to
have it drop in front of him, Fisk said laughingly,
"My legs aren't ready for this. "

A s fo r whether Fisk had an y fun o n the field, he
said: ''I never thought spring training was a lot of
fun to begin with. It's something we have to get
through. It's only day one. We still have something
like 250 days to go this season."
Fisk, who had been getting close to breaking
several all-time catching records in this old position,
declined to say much more about his new assign
ment.
''I have to deal with it myself," Fisk said.
Sox manager Tony LaRussa said he's confident
Fisk will adjust.
"He's an athlete. He can play left field," LaRussa
said. ''There's a: lot of positions he can play. It just
happens that Fisk in left field fits in best with our
ballclub. "
Ken Harrelson, who urged the switch in October
1985 after taking over as vice president of baseball
operations for the Sox, said Fisk's pride will make
him a fine outfielder."
·
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Royal Robbins
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.

stern , Nort hern Iowa to f i g ht for track t itle

.

'
'
\

Long sprints likely to be criti cal
heated battle between Eastern
Northern Iowa is expected for the
iation
of
Mid-Continent
ersities' men's indoor track title
weekend.

conference meet will be
ay and Sunday at the UNI
e in Cedar Falls, lowa. The
thers have been shooting for this
as the indoor season finale .
paper, we look at Northern
as the favorite to win," assistant
Tom Akers said. "And they
bly look at us as the favorites to
viate the pressure on them.
estern will also be right in
," Akers added .
e of the key factors for the
thers will be Jim Maton, who will
e

hor the two-mile relay Saturday
run the mile and 1 ,000 yard on

day. Maton leads the conference
time in both the mile (4 : 1 2) and
0 (2 : 1 0 .5).
Maton was named conference
lete of the week last week after

cing second in both the mile and
0 against Southern and Indiana

te

e're probably one of the favorites
.

the two-mile relay as well," Akers
'd. "If we can have some quality

ormances we should be alright.
e also need people to get in and
ture some fifth and sixth places."
Another area the Panthers hope to

·

come out of strong is in the 35-pound
weight and shot put. This is where
coach Akers and Neil Moore hope to
gain a bfg lead on UNI.
Eastern has four shot-putters and
five 35-pound weight throwers ahead
of UNI's top man in each event going
into the conference meet.
''We will have to have steady
performances," Akers said. ''We are
relying on them (weightmen) and
Maton to do their standard excellent
job."
. Akers believes some critical races
are going to be in the long sprints: the
440-yard, 600-yard and 880-yard.
Three freshmen, Ian Issacs, Gary
Sharp and Rodney Ferguson will be
, running the 440.
"Ian is capable of winning the 440,"
Akers said . "And Mark Heise is
capable of winning the 600 . "
Brad Thompson will also b e running
the 600 while Fred Neal and Phil
Maton should add some points in the
880 .
"If we can get these people into the
finals . then we should have no
problem scoring like we re c ap able "
While Akers believes UNI is the
definite favorite in the mile relay (the
final event), he believes the meet
could come down to a showdown in
the event.
'

.

The Panthers team of Sharp, Heise,
Neal and Issacs in the mile relay
sports the team's best quarter-milers
at this point.

'� . £-?»:'i�\.x<-

LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer
Eastern s p ri nte r Gary Sharp cruises en route to his 300-yard dash victory in last
Satu rday's Pepsi I nvitational meet in Lantz Fieldhouse. The Panth e rs wi l l be battl ing
fo r the AMCU-8 i ndoor title this weekend at N o rthern I owa.
�{«� . .

.

h%

.

ig 3' vaulters to en d record -smash i n g i n door season .

YORK (AP)-Pole vaulting's big
ee-Sergei Bubka of the Soviet Union and
ericans Billy Olson and Joe Dial-conclude their
uctive and controversial indoor seasons Friday
· ht in the USA-Mobil Championships at Madison
uare Garden-the site of their first con
ntation.
This will be the fifth and decisive meet since
ubka and four of his Soviet compatriots joined the
.S. track and field tour Feb. 14. Bubka has won
NEW

To all Greek
Orga niza tions
Let's cheer
on F raternity
Mem bers

Crook &
Drew Beck

Doug

Satu rday• 7 : 30

twice and Olson and Dial once each.
But Bubka not only owns the most individual
triumphs, he also owns the world indoor best-19
feet, 5%, set last Friday night at Inglewood, Calif.
That was the eighth time this season that the
indoor best had been smashed. Olson has done it
four times, with a high of 19-5' on Feb. 8 at East
Rutherford, N .J. Bubka has cracked the mark three
times and Dial once, clearing 19-4 314 at Columbia,
Mo. , Feb. 1 .

Although their rivalry has produced some bitter
words, Bubka and Olson denied on Wednesday that
they are enemies.
Two weeks ago in the Wanamaker Millrose
Games at the Garden, when Olson won at 19-04, he
and Dial were given extra jumps after contending
photographers or officials interfered with then on .
the runway. Bubka then protested-and threatened
to withdraw from the meet if his brother, Vasily,
was not awarded another jump for the same reason.

· UNIVERSITY BOARD LECTURES
WELCOMES
DR. RUTH
WES THEIMER

MONDAY, MARCH 3
1986

S:OO P.M.

DOORS O PEN AT 7:00 P.M.

sonr noisr

For Sir Duck's final

Slam

Dunk

In Lantz

� Saturday *
7:30

McAFEE GYM

TICKETS 50¢ AT
UNION BOX OFFICE
$1 .50 AT DOOR
$3 .00 GEN. PUBLIC
DONT MISS EVER YONE'S
FA VORITE 4 '7"SEXPERT.
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Scoreboard·
NBA

AtlMllc Dhiillon

Boston
Philadelph�
New Jersey
Washington
New York

·.

500

.-469
.328

Dhlllooo

Cetltral
41
34
35
23
20 .
20

Milwaukee
Atlanta
Detroit
Cleveland
INOIANA
CHICAGO

804

Pct.
.
.638

l
11
21
30
31
39

GB
9
17
18Y,
27

586

18
24
25
35
38
<4()

-.695
.
.583
.397
.345
.333

Western Conference

Midwest Dhillon
w
37
36
29
30

Houston
Denver
Dallas
San Antonio
Utah
Sac ramento

Pct.
.638
.610
. 509

21
23
28
30
30
32

29
26

.

500

.492
.448

'

GB
1 l\
7 l\
8
8Y,
11

Pacific DMslon
15
. 737
42
LA lake r s
33
.468
Portland
29
34
.404
23
Phoenix
36
.379 '
22
LA Clippers
38
. 34 5
Seattle
20
42
.31 4
19
Golden State

20Y,

Michigan
Indiana Purdue
Michigan St.
ILUNOIS
Iowa
Ohio State
Minnesota

22l\
25

Washington 1 1 4, Golden St. 102

INDIANA at Utah,n

Denver at Houston, n
Portland at Seattle,n

Friday's games

Clevel a nd at CHICAGO

-

P�iJ,ilel phia at Dallas

Kaneland (1&-10) vs. Marengo (23-4)

At Pnilc:eton

Ohio (24-3) vs. Newark (29-0)

At Shelbyville

Pana (19-9) vs. Spr. Calvary (26-3)

At Aledo

Avon (24-4) vs. Kewanee (24-3)

11

4

19

10

6

21

8

10

5

19

6

10

6

8

24

10

8

19
18
13

10

15

13

7

13

11

Northwestem

14

8

12
15
18

COllEGE BASK£T8Al.l-lllinois
(Channel 3), 3 p.m.

Wednesday's results
Ohio State-81, Iowa 74
Michigan 97, Wisconsin 74

NBA Leaders
(Th rough Feb. 24)

AMCU conference

PTS

AVG

1 692

29.2

Dantley,Uth

54

1 560

28.9

Wilkins,Atl

54

1 548

28.7

Short, GS

53

1 342

25.3

Bi rd, Bos

54

1 365

25.3

Vandeweghe, Por

58

1413

24.4

Abdul·Jabbar,LAL

56

1 323

23.6

Malone, Phi

57

1 336

23.4

Olajuwon, Hou

52

1 21 6

23.4

F ree, Cle

52

1 208

23.2

WOOLRIDGE. CHI

51

1 1 60

22.7

Malone, Wash

52

1 1 67

22.4

Davis, Pho

4]

952

22.1

Agui rre, Dai

so

1092

21.8

AMCU
L
W
x-Cleveland St.
SW Missouri

0\'eroll
w
l

12

1

23

8

4

19

6

6

16

12

EASTERN

3

111.·Chicago

7

12

13

Western

6

12

14

8

9

17

N. lowa

10

8

17

UW·Green Bay

10

Valparaiso

20

GCAC
l
YI
Southern

14

Drake

13

0

21

3

18

6

Bradley ·

5

14

10

I llinois St.

9

6

13

12

place votes in parentheses and season

Wichita St.

8

7

11

13

record. Total points based on 20-19- 1 &- 1 7·
1 6 . 1 5 . 1 4 . 1 3 ·. 1 2 . 1 1 . 1 0 - 9
.
·&7·6-5·4-]· 2· 1 :

EASTERN

15

9

Record

Pis.

27·2

1 . 278

1 . Duke (62)

- ·

SW Mo. St.

10

6

18

N. lowa

10

9

14

Indiana St.
0

Western

•

•

•

this

season's

12

21

14

20

•

-

·

- ·

Record

1, Simeon ( 1 6)

2 1 -0

2. Peo Manual (1)

Pis.
271

24·1

251

3 . Chicago King

21·1

238

22-1

218

5 . Rich Central

24-1

6. Chicago Leo

191

23-2

174

7 . Lincoln
8. Boylan

24·2
23· 2

1 68

9. Rock Island

23·2

1 29

20-4

90

22·3

86

10

Hmwcl-Flssmr

1 1 . Granite City

•

•

1 36

·•

•

•

JERRY'S PUB

75e M IXED D R I N KS
• 75e BODLE BEER
• $2.25 PITCHERS
• $ 1 .00 C O O LERS
• 5oe DRAFTS
• 25e PO O L TABLES

w

CHICAGO

· - ·

HAS

SO FOR 4 O'CLOCK CLUB,
WHY GO ANYPLACE ELSE?

2 1 ·5

1 3 . Summit Argo

23·3

57

14. Alton

20-5

42

1 5 . EStl Lincoln

16-6

20

16. Q uincy

20-5

19

65

Academy, Lockport, Morton, Jacksonville,
Bloom

Trail,

25

1. Florida State

9-1

2 . Miami

&2

3 . Texas

&2

4. F u l l erton State

&3

(}{)
10-3
9-2
10-4

8. Stanford

l

Elgin,

R. Benson (20-8) vs. Bloom CC ( 1 0- 1 7)

At Watseka
Gibson City ( 1 3 · 1 6) vs. Hoopeston (2&- 1 )

At Bushnell
Bath Balyki (24·3) vs. Warsaw (25-2)

At Petersburg
Pal myra NW (18-6) vs. Winchester (27·3)

1·1

12. Maine

(}{)

31

23

8

28

25

8

64

27

27

9

63

Toronto

18

37

6

42

Detroit

12

44

5

29

Smythe Division

� 5.

1 2·1
9-1

1 4 . llouston
Brigham Young

(}{)
2·1

16. Old Dominion
17. Alabama

3·1

1 8 . Louisiana State

3·1

19. I ndiana State

(}{)

20. Arkansas

4·2

2 1 . Oral Roberts

4·4

43

14

6

92

22. Florida

Calgary

29

25

7

65

23. Wichita State

5.3
(}{)

Los Angeles

20

35

6

46

24. Arizona Stat�

1 4· 5

Winnipeg

19

38

6

44

Vancouver

17

34

9

43

Philadelphia

41

16

Washington

37

19

NY Isles

29

22

4·0

86

68

30

26

67

30

27

64.

New Jersey

18

38

41

Notices ·
Football

Adams Division

T

Pts.

Montreal

34

23

74

Quebec

33

26

70

Boston

30

16

Buffalo

29

27

Hartford

28

32

.7
6

67
64

58

Thursday's results

St.

Louis

CH ICAGO at Los Angeles,n
Philadelphia at Calgary, n

Friday's games

Buffalo Bills- Named JOE FARAGALLI as

tight ends coach.
Los Angeles Rams-Named DICK COURY

as quarterbacks coach.
T•mJN

B.iy

Toronto at Detroit
Phi ladelphia at Vancouver

Wednesday's results
Minnesota 5, Hartford 2

Bucnneers-Named

STANLEY df'fens1ve coordinator

Baseball
Boston Red Sox-Signed pitcher ROGBt

d • S

CLEMENS to a contract.
St. Louis C•r in l s- 1gned pitcher JOHl'I
TUDOR to a contract.

Quebec at Buffalo
NY Islanders at Winnipeg

Cardin1.ls-Named

KUHLMANN as runnings back coach.

Washington 2, Boston 1

· '-

7.3
(}{)
10-4

lO. UCLA

Pts.

Pittsburgh

l

6-5
(}{)

27. Tulane
29. Nebraska

NY Rangers

w

26. Oregon State
28. Southern California

79
10

2S. Hawaii

NY Rangers 8, Pittsburgh 3

Friday's games
Sectional championship games
at all sites start at 7:30 p.m.
At Pontiac

1 1 . South 'Carolina
13. Loyola (Cal.)
70

ST. LOUIS

Mascoutah, Chicago Collins, Chicago lane,
Crystal lake Central, Romeoville.

1 3·6

10. Arizona

Pts.

T

Wales Conference
Patrick Division
w
T
l

1 2 . Peo Richwoods

Lyons,

42

7 . South Florida

Minnesota

Edmonton

Georgia Tech, CBS-TV

LaGrange

96
94
93
92
91
81
81

48
55
48
39
56

Basketball
Phoenix

Suns-Placed

forward

JAMES

EDW AR DS on the injured lost. Act1vot
forward Georgi Glouchkov from the
·

1 u red ltst.

Hockey

Pittsburgh 5, Buffalo 2
New Jersey 7, NY Islanders 2
Edmonton 8, Winnipeg 2
Montreal 4, Vancouver 2

weeks.

•

•

•

Love, your Delta Gent, Eric

FROM NOON -6 P.M. EVERYDAY ,
•

and

4 . St. Joseph

To the women of /ll. 8
Have you hugged your
gent today?

•

records

2· 1 :

Overoll
W
L

9

poll, with first·

parentheses,

points.
Points
based
on
1 6· 1 5 · 1 4 - 1 3 · 1 2 · 1 1 · 1 0 · 9 · 8 · 7 · 6 · 5 - 4 · 3 ·

Gateway Conference

T h e Top Twenty teams in the Associated

Here are the top 1 6 I l linois !:lass AA high
school basketball teams in the Associated
Press weekly poll, with first-place votes in

56
62

6. California

Norris Division

Others receiving votes i n order: Proviso
'
West,
Rockton
Honon egah,
Benet

Class AA Poll

to�al

x-clinched league title

AP Poll

IHSA

110

9. Michigan

COUEGE BASK£T8Al.l-Seton Hall at St. John's, ESPN, 6 p.m.
PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at St. Louis Blues,
WBBM-AM (780), 7:30 p.m.

Minnesota at Ohio State

Phoenix 1 1 3, Portland 1 1 2

at

104

5. Oklahoma State

NHL
umpbell Conference

COWGE BAMTIAU.-Michigan at Northwestern, WCJA.TV
(Channel 3), 1 p.m.
COUEGE IASQRAU.-DePaul at UCLA, NBC-TV (Channel
15), 2 p.m.

ThuRday's games

Michigan State at Wisconsin

L A Lakers 1 1 9, Dallas 1 1 6

Hockey

SPOaTS ON RADIO & TV
COWGE � Carolina State at Oklahoma,
NBC·TV (Channet15). noon.
COWGE � at -Maryland, ESPN (Channel
15);12:30 p.m.

8

Sunday's games

Detroit 1 1 1 , LA Clippers 1 0 4

Carrier Mills (22-6) vs. W. Frankfort (16-9)

WOMENS 'l'ENNB.astern
..£
at Northern Illinois.

6

164

72
68

Rec:onl

At Norris City

ill!btifiem'lowa.
�� atrvtdwest Champion8hips.
�atWestem llegional.

4

4

7) ·vs. Pinckneyville (25-4)

At Nashville

at

Pl5

122"

College Baseball's
Top 30

At Port Byron

Dakota (25-2) vs. Anawan (25-3)
Du Quoin (2 1 -

42

38
36
<4()
32
45
37
43

Baseball

At Tuscola

Dec. St. Teresa (20-8) vs. Sullivan (24-4)

Iowa at I ndi ana

Atlanta 1 29, Cleveland 1 09

I

At Byron

Saturday's games

Boston 1 20, San Antonio 1 00

•

Venice (24-5) vs. Trenton Wesclin (23-4)

Michigan at Northwestern

Wednesday's results

•

At Vandalia

A

G

Gretzky,Edm
Lemieux, Pit
Coffey,Edm
SAVARD, CHI
P.Statsny,Que
Kurri,Edm
Naslund, Mon
Bossy,NYI
Anderson,Edm
Broten.Min

Teutopolis (2&-0) vs. Carmi (22:4)

I LU NO IS at Georgia Tech

Phoenix at LA lakers

Prc><s college basketball

At Newton

I LU NO IS 81, Pu rdue 72
Michigan State 82, Northwestern 48
Indi ana 95, Minnesota 63

�ington at Milwaukee

G

At Momence

St. Anne (19-10) vs. Ottawa Marq. (19-10)

0-111
W
L

11

NHL Leaders
(Throup Feb. 23)

At lemont

865
766
759
747
707
540
455
434
41 5
2<4()
236
1 78
1 71
73

Wisconsin

·

Atlanta at Detroit

English, Den

Ilg Ten
l
w

19

Hockey

Luther N. (16-13) vs. Westmont

886 '

Others receiving votes in order: Virginia
54, Alabama 42, Texas-El Paso 35, Old
Dominion 23, Texas Chri�n 22, St.
Joseph's 21, Pepperdine 1 9, Arizona 16,
Virginia Tech 1 4, Temple 1 3, Richmond 1 2,
Louisiana State 10, X.vier, Ohio 8, Illinois 6,
Auburn 5, Western Kentucky 3, Maryland
2, Miami, Ohio 2, Villanova 2, Cleveland .
State 1, Iowa State 1, Washington 1 .

1 5Y,

IHSA

FRIDAY

1 , 181
1 , 1 <4()
1,077
979

Big Ten conference

Thursday's results

.
INDIANA at Sacramento
LA C li ppers at Boston
San Antonio at New Jersey

Sports log

27-3
25-3
21-4
24-3
22-3
24-3
25-4
27-3
23-4
2&-1
19-5
22-7
23-6
20-(>
1&-6
1&-6
111-9
23-4
21·7

2. Kansas (1)
3. North Carolina (1)
4. Georgia Tech
5. Kentucky
6. Syracuse
7. Memphis State
8. St. John's
9. Nev.-las Vegas
10. Michigan
1 1 . Bradley
12. Notre Dame
13. Louisville
14. Oklahoma
1 5. Georgetown
16. Ind�
17. Michigan State
18. N. Carolina State
19. Navy
20. Purdue

' bit.em Conference
W
45
37
30
28
19

Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 i

Basketball

Basketball -

�
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BE TH I
E'LL HELP

•

YO
I N THAT FIGH

ITH GOU RMET SUB
ORTH EVERY BITE

IMMY JOHN1S GOURMET

SU

�wE BRING 'EM TO YA�

345· 107

Frida y , Februar y 2 8 , 1 9 8 6

78

dy tracksters a n t i c i pate

rong Gafeway t itle m eet
sprinters Tracy Olawumi, Lorry Plutz
an<J Beverly Thomas, and shot putter
tern women's track coach John Valeta Strickland. All have been key
expects a highly competitive performers for the Panthers this
t when the Panthers host the season.
"If some of the top people from
way Conference indoor chamip Friday and Saturday in Southern or ISU don't do well,
anything can happen," Craft stressed.
tz Fieldhouse.
e women have been aiming to "It's going to be a nip-and-tuck battle. "
h in the top four o f the conEastern has performers right i n the
ce meet all season and it looks as thick of things in most of the events,
ey will have their work cut out for with the jumps and distance races
. being the weaker events for the
e're excited about it and looking Panthers.
ard to it," Craft said. ''It's one
All three relays, 4x220, 4x440 and
g to talk about how we're going to 4x880, could be profitable for the
Panthers with strong teams in each
but we'll have to go out and do it. "
ft expects Southern and lliinois . event.
"In all the relays we're close to the
te to be the top teams with
rn and Wichita State right in top," Craft added.
Craft also believes the advantage of
, as well as Eastern.
ou can't short-change Wichita being at home may help in terms of
te," Craft warned. ''They don't psyche with parents and friends there
ve a whole lot of depth, but they to provide moral support.
"But psyche only goes so far," Craft
put the talent on the track.
'"!'he (top) people we have . . . those said. ''They (girls) have to go -0ut on
ple are the o,nes who are going to the track and prove themselves."
The meet gets under way with the
rmine how well we do," he added.
Some of those top p e ople inclyd e long jump at 5 :30 p.m. on Friday and
'ddle distance runner Janine Jarris , resumes at 1 1 a.m. on Saturday.
·

·

oyt enters d rug abuse facil ity
YUMA, Ariz. (AP)-Former Cy
oung Award winner LaMarr Hoyt
voluntarily entered a treatment
· ity for evaluation of a possible
bstance abuse problem, the San
ego Padres announced Thursday. .
Hoyt, 3 1 , missed Thursday's spring
'ning session after arriving with
er pitchers and catchers earlier
· week.

)

Hoyt, who won the Cy Young in
1983 with the American League
Chicago White Sox while compiling a
24-10 record, came to the Padres in a
trade on Dec. 6, 1984 , as part of a six
player deal.
In his first season with San Diego,
Hoyt was 16-8 with a 3 .47 earned run
average and during one stretch last
season, he had an 1 1-game win streak.

PAMElA LILL I Staff photographer

Powerin ' u p

Easte rn fo rward Dave Vance powers up i nside fo r two points agai nst
Val paraiso. The Panth e rs c l ose out thei r regu lar season at 7 : 3 0 p . m . Satu rday i n
Lantz G y m by h osti n g I l l i nois-Ch icago i n an AMCU-8 battle.

We now have the

SMALLE ST BIKINIS in
Coles County-See SIRIUS for Bobbi Strings

Sirius Fitness is Ready. to get you
in shape w/a Pre-Break Special.

UNLIMITED weight training or
UNLIMITED aerobics & 10 tan sessions

* 1 month
REAL CH EE�e, REA L
Sou� CR,eA M , REAL FRE5H
V�6E:TA&l.eS, 'RE.Pit. Y:::� estf

100% GrloU�D S�F, REAL /
.
Gi00°

only 4

0

�

7th & Madison

- 345-7427

Charleston 1

oo

Join one of our two fitness programs
thru March for $' 1 5 00 & 10 tans for $32°0

o

WHAT'S COOKIN'
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W HOT TUE, �· Rent Hot Tub

UNLIMITED use
1during club hours in March
only

._

$1 QOO

7 1 8 Jackson

per

month

for private parties

f 2 or 4 on Fri & Sat.

$1 QOO

nights

per couple

345-154

81
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ACADEMY AWARD NOMIN EE

DOWN AND
OUT IN
BEVERLY

fl CHORUS LlnE t;p"<L

/

At•

HlllS

�

FRl./SAT. NITE 5 : 1 0 • 7:1 5 • 9:20
S�T./SUN. MAT. 2:1 0 PM
SUN. THRU THURS. 5 : 1 0 • 7:1 5

S2ALL SHOWS

B E FO R E 6 P. M . ..--......

2

ACADEMY
AWARD
N OMINATIONS

•

"Irresistible."

-Peter Travers,
PEOPLE MAGAZINE

•

"A sweet, charming,

intelligent comedy."

-Susan Granger,
WM CA-RADIO

CINEMA GROUP Presents A SAN DY HOWAR D PRODUCTI O N " H OLLYWOOD VICE SQUAD"
R
starring RONNY COX • FRANK GORSH I N • LEON ISAAC KENNEDY • TRISH VAN DeVERE

FRl./SAT. NITE 5:00 • 7:00 • 9:00 I SAT ./SUN. MATINEE
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 5:00 AND 7:00

2:00 PM

"The perfect film to
drive the midwinter
blues away."

- Richard Freedman,
NEWHOUSE NEWSPAPERS

"Sally Field is great
and James Garner is
a terrific actor and a
movie star in the
great old tradition.
Together they're
just perfect."
-John Corcoran,

KABC-TV

" 'Murphy's
Romance' is
terrific."

- Robert Osborne, KITV
.

.

..,.,

Just when you think
you've found the right
guy . someone even
worse come s along.

S ally
Field
James
Garner

Murphy's
Romance

C O L U M B I A PICTURES

PG-1 3

FRl./SAT. NITE
5 :00 . 7:1 0 . 9:1 5
SAT./SUN. MATINEE

FRl./SAT. NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 I SAT./SUN. MATINEE
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 5:1 0 AND 7:1 0

2:1 0 PM

2:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
5:00 A ND 7:1 0

tll• Y••G••'

THE WEEKEND
The Weekend Supplement to The Duy ustern

News I Charleston, Ill 61 920 !
.

Section C, 8 Pages

emnants of days gone by. 197 6

y MIKE SABIN E
ff writer

Although the nation was different 1 0
ears ago , i t was beset b y many o f the
me problems as today . 1976 was a year
f flag waving and excitement- a year of
elebration .
Compared to 1976 , this year should b e a
latively quiet one . A decade ago there
as a nationwide birthday party , an Olym
everybody showed up for and a
emocrat elected to the White House , ac
rding to newspaper reports .
The nation's -200th birthday , the
e nte n nial , took place on J u ly 4. There
ere parades , mock battles and fireworks .
lreplugs, police cars, toilet seats and even
few people were painted red , white and

lue.

About 225 ships from- around the world
ed into New York harbor , greeted by 6
1111 ., viewers and an American flag that
...

was 366 feet by 1 99 feet .
A wagon train with about 2 , 000 horse
drawn vehicles reversed the trip , spending
the summer going cross country east to
Valley Forge .
The federal mint got into the act by coin
ing the bicentennial quarter , half dollar and
dollar . It also came out with the $2 bill ,
which became a collectors' item and was
· discontinued .
Jimmy Carter became the only
democratic president since Lyndon Baines
Johnso n in 1968 by narrowly defeating in
cumbent Gerald Ford . The election of a
Georgia governor, who was an unknown
before the primaries , reflected a distrust of
government and a need for a change from
a nation disillusioned by Vietnam and
Watergate .
Using a folksy approach and playing up
his peanut-farmer background, Carter was a
populist who advocated federal spending to

e ase unemployment and social ills .
Ford had defeated Ronald Reagan in the
primaries. Reagan campaigned at Eastern ,
attacking the size of the federal deficit and
claiming he could balance the budget .
In Illinois , an era ended when Richard J .
Daley died after 20 years as C hicago's
mayor . Another era started as James
Thompson was elected governor .
The last Olympics not marred by ter
rorists or political divisions were held in
1976 . Innsbruck , Austria , hosted the winter
games where Dorothy Hamill won fame,
commercial endorsements. and a gold
medal in figure skating . The Soviet Union
won just about everything else .
The summer games in Montreal saw
:Bruce Jenner win the decathalon , but the
athlete of the Olympics was Nadia Com
aneci . The 14-year-old gymnast from
Romania won five gold medals and was a
·

\(See REMNANTS, P.age�6)
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University Baptist Church
Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .
a t 1 505 Seventh Street .
First Baptist Church
Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .
a t 2800 University Dr .
I
i
Christian Campus Fellowship
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30
a . m . �t 223 1 Fourth Street .
Wesley United Methodist Church
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1
a . m . at 2206 S . Fourth Street.
First Presbyterian Church
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30
a . m . at 3 1 1 Seventh Street .
Immanual Lutheran Church
Servies will be held at 8: 15 and
1 0 : 45 a . m . at 902 . Cleveland .
Heritage Chapel Church
Services will be held at 6 : 30 a . m .
and 1 0 : 30 a . m . at 9 1 7 Woodlawn
Drive .

Newman Community
Services will be held at 6 : 30 p . m .
Saturday and 9 and 1 1 a . m . Sun
day in Buzzard Auditorium .

Charleston Bible Center
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30
a . m . and 6 p . m . at 2605 University
Drive .

St. Charles Catholic Church
Services will be held at 8 and 10
a . m . at 92 1 Madison .

I

Music

.v'

__

Ted's Warehouse

·

I

Friday night "Whiskey Jack" will
be playing at Ted's; Saturday night '
"9th Street" will be playing .

S� ------

Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . Lisa Albarran
Assistant . . . . . . . Kirsten Man g an
Art director . . . . . . Becky Michael
Photo editor . . . . . . . Rick Stuckey
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . Rose Alcorn
Joe Perry, Sheila Hess

I

Movies.

Iron Eagle
Friday and Saturday night at 7
p . m . and 9 : 15 p . m . ; Saturday and
Sunday matinee at 2 p . m . ; Sunday
through Thursday night at 7 p . m .
at the Will Rogers . Rated R .
Youngblood
Friday and Saturday night 7 : 20
p . m . and 9 : 20 p . m . ; Saturday and
Sunday matinee 2 : 1 0 p . m . ; Sun
day through Thursday night at 7 : 20
at the Will Rogers . Rated R .
Out of Africa
Every night at 4 : 45 and 7 : 45 ;
Saturday a n d Sunday matinee at
1 : 30 p . m . at The Tim e . Rated PG .

The Delta Force
Friday and Saturday night at
4 : 30 , 7 , 9 : 20 ; Saturday and Sun
day matinee at 2 p . m . ; Sunday
through Thursday night at 4 : 30 and
7 at The Time . Rated R.

Friday and Saturday night at 5 ,
7 , a n d 9 ; Saturday a n d Sunday
matinee at 2 : 1 0 p . m . ; Sunday
through Thursday night at 5 and 7
at the Cinema 3 . Rated PG .
The Color Purp le
Every night at 4 : 45 and 7 : 45 ;
Saturday a n d Sunday matinee at
1 : 30 p . m . at the Cinema 3. Rated .
PG- 1 3 .

, �--The cover of this week's Verge
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Wa l ker's
CANADIAN

Shra nk s
SCH N APP S

and

Wa l ker's
TEN H IGH

Root Beer
Waterm elon
Peach
750 ML

3 99

750 ML

Schranks ·

449

same.PIS
llOllEUlt

-· �

.��::�

'

1�

G l en m o re
GIN &
VOD K A
I liter

439

88

J. Roget

Champ a g ne
sp,u mante
A monte

CHILLED

GALLO

750 ML

Premium
Ta ble
Wine
I .S liter

Story"
Friday : "Jazz Euphoria"
•
9 : 00 - Midnight Specialty Shows
Monday: "Third World Groove" (reg
gae)
Tuesday : '·'Jazz Osmosis"
Wednesday :
"Professor's
Oldies
S how"
Thursday :
"Thursday Night Theme
S ow"
and R
history)
Fnday:
House Rocker Show" uazz)

�

Ba rt l es & Jaymes
WI N E COOLERS
.. 99
4 PACK �

·

249

(�

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
ON LONG N ECKS
FULL CASE • 24 BOTILES

Bud & Bud Light .
Mil ler M i l l e r Lite

Coon & Coors Lite

1 0 19

Stroh's Pounder

9 59
7 ••

Busch
Old Style

6"

. Old Mil
· Hamms
· Blatz

�

--------------------�--�;;m:::
--- ....-..
I

3 99

Quicksilver

The Daily
Eastern News

I

•
I

529

·

Get .b usy
reading

f

750 ML

750 ML

7 : 1 5 , a n d 9 : 20 ; Saturday a n d Sun
day matinee at 2 p . m . ; Sunday
night at 5 : 1 0 and 7 : 1 5 at the
Cinema 3. Rated R .

Clean u p
your act.

"

Liq uore
AMARETTO

Down and Out in Beverly Hills
Friday and Saturday night 5: 1 0 ,

. IWEIU Calendar
WElU 88 . 9 FM Monday- Friday 4
p . m . - Midnight
•
4 : 00 - 4 : 30 WEIU news
•
4 : 30- 5 : 00 County Line
•
5 : 00 - 5 : 30 EIU Report
5 : 30 - 9 : 00 Contemportary Rock
•
and Roll (Monday- Thursday)
Jazz (Friday)
Monday : "Method to Our Madness"
Tuesday : "Radio Left off Center"
Wednesday : "Radio Free . . . "
"The Dave and Rick
Thursday :

I

...

_
_

E&J
BRAN DY

SALE PRICH EFFEOIVE
FllDAY-SATUIDA Y-SUNDAY .

Page One Tavern
Friday
" 1 38
and
Talismans
posessed" will be playing at Roe's ·
'
Saturday "The System" will play .

led, White

&

1 1 ••

'

5"
4"

B l ue

419

NR's

.

.

RY DRZEWIECKI
DEN ISE STRZALKA

Added to the band was lead
guitarist Dave Dow and keyboard
player Cathy Lawyer . Not to forget
another important member , sound
man Kerry Gordon .
Doty , Greg and Cathy Lawyer
(sister and brother) , are all from
Charleston . Dale Dow and Stevens
are from Mattoon .
Cathy Lawyer joined the band a
year and a half ago , after temporarily
filling in for a band member .
Currently , Whiskey Jack does not
have a manager . However , Doty and
Stevens have been doing a fantastic
job keeping the band organized .
Basically , Whiskey Jack plays
recorded material from current and

you've gone to Ted's Warehouse
e weekends undoubtly you've
and heard the band Whiskey
at some time or another .
iskey Jack got its first break at
s from playing a variety of its own
other artist's music .
urrently there are five members - in
band, including three who originat
ed Whiskey J ack five years ago .
ad vocalist , acoustic , · and rhythm
player Stacy Doty , drummer
e Stevens, and vocalist and base
r Greg Lawyer are all original
lskey Jack band members .

·

past artist's such as, Eric Clapton ,
Bryan Adams, John Cougar and
G eorge Stait.
When the band first started , it
played a lot of Alabama .
Now , Whiskey Jack , "basically plays
what the crowd wants to hear , " said
Cathy Lawyer .
The band has written its own music ,
including three instrumentals and two
vocals , one which is currently played
on the radio , "Lady Like You . "
Lead singer Doty has been involved
.
with other bands for the past 16 years ,
and in the music business for the past
20 .
Doty has also traveled to Nashville
and played in other bands , then
·

returned to C harleston to continue
playing with other bands in Illinois .
The other band members have been
playing professionally for the past eight
to 10 years .
According to Cathy Lawyer , Doty
was in a trio , then one member left to
make a career move . Instead of
replacing a member , Doty expanded
the trio into a five member ban d .
Whiskey Jack h a s played a number
of other local places including the Mat
. toon Quality Inn , the Lone Star in
Sullivan , Rubie's in Humboldt , the
Bench Mark in Paris, the University
Inn in Champaign , and at various
places for weddings , fraternities and
other social occasions.

al band in quest of bringing back sounds of rock

KIRSTEN MANGAN
Verge editor

ftre top '"Of Roes will see another tocai oana on
ter stage Saturday .

"The System" is a band of Eastern students which
ys just to have fun .
The band that was formed because they had a
est to get rock 'n' roll back on campus , since
nk is the only one aroun d , " said Darrin
umgarten , lead guitarist for the ban d .
The band was formed because the members love
play music , Baumgarten said .
When the band was formed the only bands on
pus were punk bands, so "The System " became
e of the only ones to be a rock group .
The five players in the band include : Baumgarten , .
·an Justison , the drummer , Tom McGowan , lead
alist and percussion , Bill Ryan on bass and

James Warfield , on saxaphone .
The band members come from m usic
backgrounds and are all enrolled in Eastern's music
department . Each of the members has been involv
ed in bands for at least four years .
There is a major influence of jazz in the group .
Justison toured Europe playing with a jazz band and
Baumgarten , who has played in different jazz- rock
bands for the past six years .
"Since fourth grade , I've been playing percussion
for the past 12 years . . . Rob Hellford from Judas
Priest was a major influence for me , " McGowan
siad .
While influences for the other musicians were the
late Randy Roads from Ozzy Osbourne and Eddie
Van Halen , Baumgarten said . While Simon P hillips
and Rod Morgerstein are the force behind Justison .
The five students started olaying together in

January of last year . Currently the band is playing a
local circuU and working on rnleasing a tape .
"We are in the process of arranging an original
album , tapes are around the corner , " McGowan
said .
They are using other people's arrangements for
the gigs, including Van Halen , U. Top , and the
Police , Baumgarten said .
They hope their future includes performing in the
Chicago circuit and forming a track with origina1 <

One of the unusual features about the bands 1::.
their use of solos during performances . Each of the
members. has a solo and many have more than one, :
J ustison said .
"The System is great . . . a fine band working to
pay attention to the audience needs, not just up
there playin g , " said John Ward , the owner of Page
One Tavern , 4 1 0 6th St .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Delivery
Dinner

we Also Deliver :
Softdough Breadsticks & Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 . 50
Soft Drinks . . . . .

The following offer , unbelievable as it may seem , is
not j ust a special , but is good daily after 5 p . m .
·

.

with Express Delivery .

S ausage & Cheese or Pepperoni & Cheese
. . . . . .

. . .

.

. . . . . . . . .

.

.

�

.

Delivery· Dinner Menu Hours :
Sunday-Thursday , 5 p . m . - 1 1 p . m .

Friday & Saturday , 5 p . m . - 1 2 p . m .

Your choice of:

Large
e small

_.

.

Now Open 7 Days a Week ! !

Hearth Baked Thick crust Pizza
.

. . . . . . . . . $ 1 .00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ . 50

. Individual Salads . .

�

.

. . . . . . . .

: . . . . . 6.95

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·

·Prices Include Tax & Delivery

Great, oven-Hot Pizza
Delivered Free and Fast
from ·1onica1�.

5.75

Call

348•1�515

Or order directly from one
of our Delivery Trucks.

Prices good from Express Delivery Trucks only .
C all-in orders $5 minimum .

No minimum for orders purchased directly from trucks.

909

1 8th Street

Charleston
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·i 1n '- 7 6 ':Boston ' was boss
z

E

� By DAMON LEE DI LLARD
' Aloum critic

f

In the Spring of 1976 , " Boston 's"
debut album simply entitled " Boston , "
:
was released .
"Better music through science . " That
;
was the goal of Tom Scholz, the founding member of the group . What he and
the rest of "Boston" ended up with was
one of the greatest selling albums of all
.
tim e .

�

�

Sales from "Boston's" debut out sold
every other hard rock album to date , in
cluding "Led Zepplin's" first album . Well,
enough of the history , let's get to the
music .
Side one kicks off with probably the
bands most successful hit- "More Than a
Feeling . " This song has all tl1e
trademarks of the band . It starts with
Tom fast- picking on a 1 2-stririg, the
bass kicks in and the vocals, the drums
and the album is off and running .
The next song is "Peace of Mind . " A
story abot1t the confusion and competi
tion of the modern world .
The next song is "Foreplay/ Long
Tim e , " which has a wide variety .of
sounds and music . Lots of keyboard
't'ork accompanied by special effects
�tar help give this song some real
originality .
Side two starts with "Rock & Roll
Band . " This song tells of the band's trials
and tribulations of making it big , which
obviously they d o .
Next comes "Smokin . "' This song i s
t h e real headbanger o f t h e album . In the
middle of the song there is a duel
between the guitar and keyboards, a

most rousing tun e .
The next two songs "Hitch a Ride" a_nd
"Something About You" are my par
ticular favorites . The combination of silky
smooth harmonies , steady acoustic

rhythm guitar , and of course the ever
present electric leads make these songs
hard to forget .
The last song " Let Me Take You
Home Tonight" is a good song but totally
different in musical content from . the rest
of the album . The beat is slower and the
music tends to be more down beat than
the rest .
As I have said before , Tom Scholz is
the founding member and resident genius
. of the ban d . His approach to Rock and
Roll was unprecedente d . "Better music
through science , " even 10 years ago ,
had an impact on Rock music that will
never fade .
Even though this album is 1 0 years
old , it is still one of the best values of
great music for your dollar . An excellent
album worthy of even the most
discriminating album collectio n .

The rating scale is based on a 30 point
system. After each catagory is evaluated
a maximun of 1 0 points can be given to
rate the performance, production and
recording.
Perjormance- 1 0
Production- 1 0
Recording-1 0

.. - - - - - - - - - - · B rin g T his C o u pon I n - - - � - - - - - - - -.
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Stu ent Spec ial

I

1

�
5
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p

L

1 8 1 6 R udy - M attoon
6 Su perbed s w ith Fac e -Tan ner \
1 Sessio n $4.25
4 Sessio n s $ 1 6 .00
S hare T h e m W ith A Frien d
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. Alpha�igma Tau

prou<\l 1:lnnounces
their 19 6-8 7 officers

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
De�a·rtmen t of Music proudly presents

La Canterin a

' The Songs tress
by JOSEPH HAYDN

t

AND

The Old Maid
and the Thief
by GIAN CARLO MENOTII

7:3 0 p.m. FEBRUARY 28
AND MARCH 1 , 1 986

In the Theatre
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Ad m ission-s4. 50 students & S r. Citizens-5 2 . 50
For ticket i nfo-581 -301 0

;:-. - -witli

ove

.... yofil-Aters

· a thin g ventured, nothin g gain ed.
Shop The Daily Eastern Ne ws classified ads!
•

and support,

SC

erfect·time capsule ideas listed

�

�

J unior Mark Christensen said he
wbuld include "a soccer ball , a six;;:pack, a picture of my family , an en·�
cyclopedia or some kind of history
book , and myself , so in a millions of
years . I can live life all over again . "
Some people were less than serious
�
about what they wanted to represent
today's society for future generation s . ;;
�
Sophomore Eric Levin said "a
stereo and a case of Schaefers" would �
�
be found in his time caf:?sule .
Freshmen Bob Lange and Bill Smith
�
both agreed on a poster of the 1985
C hicago Bears to put into their cap
s ule .
Freshman Kevin Rogan said he
would include "a copy of Led Zep
pelin's 'Stairway to Heaven , ' because
it's a classic , and a bottle of good ,: ·
really old Mexican tequila with the
worm in the bottom . "
O n e student seemed to be very :
m uch influenced by today's society's
media .
Freshman Christopher Hogan Said
in his time capsule he would put " a
bottle of Coke , like in the commer
cial . "

writer

Although preserving the present for
e reference seems to be important
everyon e , what would be preserved
seen differently by different people .
Sophomore Katey Bennett said
ks would be of primary importance
·
put in a time capsule .
"Not romances , but something that
s of our time and place . Nobody
ould be able to tell them (the people
the future) - it would have to be
tten, like in books , and most peo
learn from books , " Bennett sai d .
Senior Lana Shaw said s h e h a d just
en the movie "Future Shock" and it
ected what she felt should be put in
time capsule .
"Ideas on people , how they think
ow , a newspaper , books that are best
llers , pictures of industrial change
nd houses, music , peace plans,
eaties , dissertations , " Shaw said .
Senior Trish Sughroue said she
ould include "a Bible , because I
think the most important thing is to
emember God , where we came from ,
nd how we should act . "

;!

. ��

·

�

�

Others were more personal about
what they preferred to put in a time
capsule .
Freshman Christina Sheldon said
her time capsule would have "pictures
of Phil Collins and Sting , and all of

their albums , so everybody in the
future can appreciate what fine artists
they are . "
Freshmen Dann y Egan and Pam
Gray both wanted pictures of family
and friends in a time capsule .

...

• !

The original Rocky still wins after 1 0 years of sequels

By GREGG TRAPAN I

S o Apollo reads hundreds of names
to find a fighter and comes up with
Ten years ago the record breaking
"The Italian Stallion , " who is not even
movie "Rocky" was released nation
a ranked contender .
wide and the "Rocky" craze was
Since an Italian discovered the na
started .
tion and since our nation is supposed
The country went nuts with "Rocky" · to be "the land of opportunity , "
paraphernalia and spending)ts hard
Apollo decides to give a n underdog a
earned cash at the ticket window and
"shot" and promote the fight as such .
ultimately at the home video store .
When "Rocky" was released in .
Most of us know the story . A worn
1976 , which doesn't seem that long
out , hard luck boxer, gets his big
ago , the country was gearing up a big
"break" and goes the distance with the
celebration , the bicentennial .
champ .
With all the hype for upcoming
The reason Rocky got his "break"
festivities and remembering our coun
was because the champ , Apollo
try's underdog status with the British ,
Creed , couldn't get anyone to fight
we were ready for a hero and Rocky
him for the special bicentennial bout .
was that hero .

Movike critic

LATE N IG HT S P EC IAL
CO U PO N
OF
n
Lg e Pizza
z
o I nside O rd e rs O nly!
§; A FTER 1 0 : 0 0 p .m . -u
0 S orry, N o Deliv eries
o r picl-c;ups
u
x p . 3/2 1 /8 6 .
CO U PON

�
2.00
I �

�

W

FREE D ELIVERY
CO U PO N
OF
Lge Pizza

z
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·

J4()-J4()()
1 600 Li ncoln Ave.

�
! I
N ew Ite m !
�
Pinea p p le
(g reat w/ham ) �
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underdog and likes to see him excell.
Actually , Stallone himself was an
underdog .
,
While he was writing "Rocky , "
Stallone had t o d o odd jobs , a little bit
of acting and at times even go hungry .
The success of "Rocky" is mainly
becau.se people like to feel as if they
have accomplished something , and
watching �'Rocky" gives you this feel.
ing .
"Rocky" has been on cable TV all
month . After 10 years of circulation
and having watched it countless times,
"Rocky" still evokes that feeling of ac
complishment and makes me feel like
I can take on the world .

...

FREE

r$1 .00

�
�' I
� 2
� 8

I can remember watching the movie
and feeling my adrenaline level go up
as the movie progressed . Finally ,
when the movie was finished , I was
ready to take on the world .
"Rocky , " written by Sylvester
Stallon e , restarted a trend of boxing
movies that stated in the 40s .
After the original "Rocky , " the
movie industry deceided to put out
poor substitutes like "The Main Event"
and "The Champ . "
But , as we all know , Stallone fought
back by releasing "Rocky I I , III and
IV . "
With movies like "Rocky" and
"Rambo , " you get the feeling that
Stallone , like our country , feels for the

' ..,.
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Exp. 3/2 1 /86
CO U PO N

SPI NAL EVALUATION *
Do you

have:

1 . Headaches. d i z z i n e s s . b l u r red v r � r u n l

2 . Neck pa i n . t i 11ht m u � c l e s . � 1.i.1 \ 1m l

3. Shoulder o.r a r m p.1 1 n . n u m bnt>�� i n h a n d � ?
4 . Difficult brea t h i ni: . a bdom i n a l p .1 1 n l
5 . Lower b a c k p,1 i n . h r p or l e i: p a i n /

* f'ree exa m ination inclr�de.s catt hiltory, con1Ultation with doctor, free
co n tour analy.fi.t 71ostu re ,fru ri . and 10 orthopediclneurologicol ten.. Not
includf'<I arf· x- rays. trea t 111e11 t , and clinical laboratory tau. If irulicoted,
these are rwrm ally cotiaed hy most lfllll rance policies. WH Y FR EEP To malce
It easy fur you to fi11d ll U I , without obligation. If your problem might be help«/

by chirll11radic'

rn re.

Most insurance accepted.

DR. M.L. GANDOLFf
C H I R O P RACTI C P HY S I C I A N
1 41 9 MONROE, CHARLESTON, I L
Ca l l 345-4065 For Appoi ntments
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household name for the summer.
Despite all the excitement, much of
the news was about the same as to>. day's. A civil war raged between
ChristiaO,., and Mosle�s In Lebanon .
Jh�re was .racial violence In southern
G Afrlca, only It was in Rhodesia .
At the start of the year Henry Kiss
'1 Inger had hammered out a diplomatic
.::i agreement that was hoped would end
the fighting . By the end of the year
the violence continued as the white
� I led government left power in what is .

.i
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now Zimbabwe .
Terrorism also made the headlines.
A bombing at LaGuardia Airport in
New York killed 1 1 people two days
before the 1976 new year . A similar
explosion took place at a Boston air
port in February .
The Israelis thwarted a highjacking
with the dramatic raid at Entebbe . In
terrorism closer to home , the story of
the year was the Patty Hearst case .
Kidnapped by , then joining, the Sy
bionese Liberation Army, pretty , rich
girl Hearst helped the gang rob a bank
and shoot it out with police . She was
convicted despite her claim of being
brainwashed.
Thought dissent to his rule was
growing , the Shah of Iran was still in
power and no one knew who Kho
meini was . Iran and Iraq had just sign
ed a treaty resolving a border dispute .
The treaty didn't last and the border
war is now in its fifth year .
Popular culture was more interesting
than world news . Disco dancing and
citizen's band radios were the craze .
Five million CBs were in use by the
summer of 1976 when the govern
ment added 17 more channels for
use .
A White House report predicted
" head-long growth" for the CBs, and
a "threat of obsolescence to the postal
service . "
The number of channels
has since been reduce d .
Donna Summers a n d t h e B e e Gees
were among the popular acts of 1976
as disco hit its stride . The number of
these dancing establishments had tripl
ed in the last two years .
Elsewhere in pop music there was a
'6.0s revival with Bob Dylan's Rolling
Thunder Review, featuring Joan Baez
and th� Band . Jefferson Airplane
became the Starship . The Captain and

Tennile were a hit and got their own
television show , and Kiss made its
debut .
The movie o f the year was "One
Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest , " and
" Jaws" was the box- office champion .
John Wayne played a gunfighter suf
fering from cancer in the "Shootist . "
The first "Rocky" also came out in
1976 .
"Happy Days" was the top rated
television show , followed by the "Odd
Couple , " "Mary T ler Moore" and
" Starsky and Hutch . " Bill Cosby had a
show that season , "Cos , " which was
cancelled after a few episodes.
I n sports, the reserve clause was
struck down , m aking way for the
million-dollar free agents of baseball .
The Reds swept the Yankees four
straight for their second consecutive
World Series win . The Cubs were
fourth , the Cardinals fifth and the
White Sox last .
The then Oakland Raiders beat the
Minnesota Vikings 32- 14 in the Super
bowl . The Bears were second in their

y

divison with a 7-7 record . The Bulls
were last in their conference after sign
ing Artis Gilmore for $ 1 . 1 million .
Another famous Gilmore got his
wish in 1976 . Gary Gilmore became
the first American executed after the
Supreme Court declared the death
penalty constitutional . Gilmore was
granted his wish to die in front of a
Utah firing squad without lengthy ap
peals for m urdering two people .
The country was coming out of the
1974 recession , and housing starts
were up . Inflation had slowed , a six
pack of Oldstyle was on sale for
$ 1 . 45 , a pound of hotdogs was 69
cents . Housing fees for Eastern halls
were $535 per semester .
Besides prices , the students' idea of
fun was different in 1976 . There were
large-scale panty raids and streaking
was still in vogue . There was more ac
National
tivism , gay rights and the
Organization for the Reform of Mari
juana Laws opened chapters on cam
pus.
Rig ht s f o r the handicapped were a n

(left) Pictu red is an example of the
fashion during the celebration of our
motherla n d . (above) Cu rly Neal from
the G l o betrotters performs a stu nt for
the crowd at La ntz . (Photos were
taken from the 1 9 7 6 Warbler)
issue , and the wheelchair parki ng sig n s
began appeari n g . The 1 3-cent po stage

stamp came out , relief was spelled R0-L-A- l - D - S and Mr. Whipple started
squeezing C harmin . John DeLorean
quit Chrysler to start his own auto
compan y .
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The Daily Eastern Nelvs
classified ads offer
one of the least expensive, most efficient
ways to sell your unwanted items .
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ACROSS

1 1 :00
6:00

38-Entertainment This Week

p.m.

1 1 :05

5-Night Tracks

1 0-Star Trek
1 2-Doctor Who

1 1 :30

6:30 p. m.

3-Foley Square
9-At The Movies
1 2-Doctor Who
7:00 p.m.

,38-Webster
7:05

2, 1 5-Facts of Life
3, 10-Airwolf
9-Movie: "Enter the Ninja."
(1981) An American martial
arts expert p ractices on a gang
trying to take over a friend's
business.
1 2-Avengers
1 7-Redd Foxx
38-Solid Gold Hits 9f '85

p.m.

Basketball
7:30

p.m.

Wall Street Week
,38-Mr. Belevedere
8:00

p.m.

;,o.. oallas
Pavarotti At Madison
re Garden
,38-Diffrent Strokes
-

8:30

p.m.

. 9:00

p.m.

7:30 p.m.

9:20

p .m.

oming Into Focus: I mage
Blacks in America

·

1 0:00 p.m.

3,10,15,1 7-News
WKRP i n Cincinnati
-Doctor Who
Twi light Zone

9- FTV

3, 1 0-Movie: A married
commercial filmmaker feels
"Betrayed by I nnocence" when

9-INN News

his inamorata turns out to be a

1 5-To ni gh t

1 0:30 p.m.

Trapper John, M.D.
Magnum, P.I.
2-Doctor Who
7-WKR P in Cincinnati
Sanford and Son

maintain a neutral valley
·during the Ci vi l War.
3:30 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

9-Movie: "Boys Town ." ( 1 938)

2) 5, 20-Remington Steele

Spencer T racy won hi s second

9-News
1 7- Love Boat
38-Movie: "Va l l ey Gi rl." ( 1 983)

consecutive Oscar for this
moving. true account of Father
F l anagan, who fou nded the
Neb raska commun ity for

spoiled (to the max) and on

orphans.
1 0-Sports Su nday

the prowl (fer shu re) .

1 2- This

4:00 p.m.
4:1 5 p.m.

1 2-Victory Garden

1 0:00 p.m.

2, 3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News

4:50 'P. m.

9- Twi light Zone
1 2-Movie: "No Nukes." (1 980)
Record of a 1 979 antinulcear

concert, with Bruce
Springsteen, James Taylor,
C a r l y Simon, The Doobie
B rothers, Jackson B rowne.
movement

p.m.

5:00 p.m.

2-Drag Raci ng
3, 1 0- News
1 5-Too Close For Comfort
1 7, 38-Fame
5:05 p.m.

5-Po rtrait of America

1 0:05 p.m.
1 0: 1 5 p.m.

1 7-News
1 0:30 p.m.

p.m.

5-Movie: 'Spawn of the Slithis"
1978), about a maneating
ud monster created by a
dioactive leak at a coastal
Californina energy plant.

ALDEN 'S PO N D
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1 2-Frugal Gourment

5-Night T racks Chartbusters

·

2, 1 5-Saturday Night's Main
Event
3-Movie: "Pete 'n' Til lie" (1 972)
start Carol Burnett and Walter
Matthau as u nattached lovers
on the threshold of middle
age.
9-Lifestyles of the Rich and
Fam ous
1 0, 1 7-Dick Clark's Nitetime

1"rlc
H f:

.

I

-.

5:30 p.m.

2, 10, 1 5-News
3-Babe Winke!man's Good
Fishing
9-Fantasy Island
1 2-National Geographic
6:00 p.m.

2, 1 5-Punky B rewster
3, 1 0-60 Minutes
9-Hogan's Heroes
1 7, 38-Disney Movie
6:05 p.m.

5-Wrestling
6:30 p.m.

ID
II
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1 More cheeky
2 F a i ry queen
3 Sir Richard
Francis
Burton was one
4 Tease of a sort
5 Mulct
6 Dir. from
Nantes to
Angers
7 Distributed
fresh hands
·
8 P roj ectors ·
targets
9 Music to
Manolete's
ears

39 Like Lake
Mead
40 " . . . the
st rength of
--" : Psalm
•

147

41 Plump ;
healthy
42 Valencias, e . g
4 3 Heritage
44 Mavens
47 Without delay
50 Devour avidly
52 Legible
author?
54 Di rector
Vi ttorio
De -56 Smug type
58 B rain
specialist's
rec .
60 Egg : Com b .
form

2, 1 5-Si lver S poons
9-Movie: "The Spy with a
Cold Nose." (1 966) Secret
agent farce i nvolving a n
e l ectro ni cally b u g ged canine
p resented to the Soviet Prime
Mini ste r .
7:00 p.m.

2, 1 5-Family Ties
3, 10-Mu rder, She Wrote
1 2- Natu re
7:05 p.m.

5-N'ltional Geographic Ex
plorer
7:30 p.m.
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8:00 p.m.

,/

chemical plants in the U nited
States. Last year in Bhopal,
India, a toxic chemical accident
k i l l ed over 2, 500 people. What
takes place i n this movie could
ha p p en here. . . even in your
own backyard.

1 2-lmpossible Dream:
Bal loons Across The Atlantic

8:30

p.m.

9-0dd Couple
9:00 p.m.

9-News
. 5-Sports Page
9: 1 0 p.m.

2,1 5-Movie: Eddie Mu rphy
made his big-screen debut
playing a smooth-talking crook
who gets paroled for "48 H RS."
to aid a San F rancisco
detective in the hunt for a pair
of killers in this 1 982 box-office
hit.
3, 1 0-Movie: "Outrage!'' Is it
m urder or justice?

C04L£6r

10,1 7-News

A .., ;t

Geif�£

9-0n Stage At Wolf Trap
9:30

9-INN News
9:35

5-Jerry Falwel l
1 0:00

p.m.

p.m.
p.m.

V E. tt. y

p.m.

5-John Ankerberg
1 1 :00

2, 3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News
9-Tales F rom The Darkside
38-Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous

OK)\�

p.m.

2-Black Sheep Squadron
3, 1 0-Star Trek
9-Lou Grant
1 5-Movie: "Gaily, Gaily."
(1 969) The u rban misad
ventures of a naive rural youth
determined to become a
writer in 1910 Chicago.
1 7-Movie: "High-Ballin'." (1978)
Peter Fonda and Jerry Read
team up as independent
truckers battling hijackers in
this action yarn replete with
chases, crashes and shoot-outs.
1 0:35

p.m.

38-Movie: "Scanners." (1981)
Special effects highlight a plot
to dominate the world through
telepathy.
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1 0:20 p.m.

1 0:30

2

1j'

1 0: 1 5 p.m.

1 7, 38-Movie: " Acce p ta b l e
R i sks." There are over 6,000

9:05 p.m.

2, 1 5-Amazing Stories

8VT z

1 2-Masterpiece Theatre

--------..
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49 Bookie's ballgame odds
51 P rop
52 File
.
53 Sevillian souls
55 Adm i t
56 Pound parts
57 Less
insubstantial

O l d House

38-Voyagers!

9-INN News

2.1 5-Friday Night Videos
Movie: "Bunny Lake is
·ssing." (1 965) A London
iceman investigates the
naping of a woman's small
ughter.
7-0ne Day At A Time
Nightline

DOWN

1 0 Hot -Houlihan of
" M * A• s • H "
1 1 Palermo pals
1 2 A card game
1 3 Everlasting
14 Tyrants
21 A sweet age for
Calpurnia
24 Kind
25 Maritime
route
28 Kind of shooter
29 Momentary
fits of pique
32 Numbers man,
for short
34 Lah-di- 
(gentee l )
37 Chief city of
ancient Cyprus
38 Where young
I ke lived

JS-Water Conditioner

9:30 p.m.

p.m.

(1 948)

A Mississippi fam i ly tries to

9:05 p.m.

·

i

Sunday

5-World of Audubon

Movie: "The War Between
and Women." (1 972)
rital foarce about the
dventures of a woman
ing cartoonist who weds a
orcee with three children.
.
7-N ightline
Jimmy Swaggart

1 1 :40

38-News

2 , 1 5-Alfred Hitchcock P resents

1 1 :00 p.m.

1 1 : 30

2:00 a.m.

3:05 p.m.

Deborah Foreman as a teen
ager who's popular (total ly),

SH

a.m.

5-Movie: "Tap Roots."

8:30 p.m.

Night T ra ck s Power P lay

1 1 :20

1 :30

2, 1 5-Golden Girls

1 7-Fortune Dane

1 0: 20 p.m.

a.m.

1 :05 p.m.

with statutory rape.
9-Fame
1 2- Peter, Paul and Mary

INN News

a.m.

5-Night Tracks Continues

1 6-year-old and he's cha rged

9:30 p.m.

N ight Tracks

1 2:30

2-News
9-l n Search Of . . .
1 7-ln Focus

8:00 p.m.

·

p.m.

9-Tales F rom The Darkside
1 7- News

2, 1 5-Valerie
1 7-Benson

15-Miami Vice
10-Falcon Crest
New s
2-Brown Sugar
,38-Fal l Guy

p.m.

9-Police Story
1 0-Music City U .S.A.
1 7-Entertainment This Week
Midnight
2-America's Top 1 0
1 5-Puttin' on the H its
38-Movie: "You're My
Everything." (1 949) The time
spanning saga of a show
business family, covering early
vaudeville, si lent movies and
the talkie era.

1 :00

7:05 p.m.

5-Centennial

He' s The Mayor

p.m.

l Aide
8 Comforted
15 Kennedy
tenant
1 6 Ambiance
17 Like S t .
Peter' s glass
1 8 Frets
19 English
cavalry
weapon
20 Devon river
22 Steep slope
23 G . B . S .
component
24 R�liever's
successes
26 " Ignorance
-- excuse"
27 Stuttgart
skater's
surface
28 Tongues in
building
t i mber
30 Make lace
3 1 Paw l ' s
complement
33 Huaraches
35 Waterproof
boot
. 36 Heroine of
Debussy ' s
" P rodigal
Son"
37 Ancient
Hebrew
kingdom
41 Battery
terminal
45 Tuareg ' s robe
46 Streamers on
knight s ' lances
48 " Oed ipus

59 Legionary a n t
61 Causes
62 Clear
63 Infiltration
64 Compendiums
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i "The Phantom ' s adventures reyealed through trickery
<

) By MICHAE� CORDTS
ii News editorial adv1Ser

This is a perfect chance to bore you to death .
Since I've been asked to talk about the "good old
- days" at Eastern, I could drone on and on reciting
fashionable comparisons about "now" and "then"
are pure mush .
that
::
You know what I mean . How my generation
i!
here , 1969- 1973, was- so noble , so active , so molded by the war . We were INVOLVED . We CARED.
W e had HAIR . W e even had SEX .
And you guys? Well , you guys are said to be
made of Laffler curves and IRAs . You look out for
No. 1 . You are , to put the criticism in a nutshell , so
BORING .
But Eastern hasn't changed much and neither
have the students . Throw in a war here and a
paranoid president there and you'd never know the
0

�

t

t:

difference .
Eastern still has too few blacks , too many greeks,
way too many conservatives and , some would
argue . too many students . As for sex , every generation ha$ its share of liars .
But Eastern does have a uniqueness you should
all know about . Us oldtimers talk of the Phantom .
And it's time you were introduced .
The Phantom did outrageous things . Kinda like a
Joe Butler with class and intelligence , if you will .
The Phantom turned the clock on McAfee Gym
i]\to a giant Mickey Mouse watch one night .
Thousands stood and marveled at not only his daring , but artistic ability .
The Phantom dropped a banner proclaiming his

tlllit\Coac�
\�,, Eddy s
---

Pan ther Sport Shoppe

existence between the master of ceremonies and his
microphone at- the climax of the so-so serious greek
sing . We howled our delight.
Whenever Eastern was engulfed by an unaccep-

I told him my plan , dropped the Phantom's name
to show I was serious, and asked for the untold
story .
"Are you crazy?" he stammered . "Nuts? Indentlfy
the Phantom! You can't do that . You'll spoil
table wave of boredom , there was the Phantom
everything! You'll ruin the mystique!"
sticking a watermelon on the spiral at McAfee . We
He's right, of course . Using standard reporting
off,
l
fa
would
it
when
on
bets
placed
,
all chuckled
techniques , I blackmailed him into a few Phantom
and cheered on the masked man . (At least I fan-facts i n return for keeping m y mouth shut .
tasized the Phantom wore a mask. )
The memories came wafting back last week when
"I'm going to get indicted as a co-conspirator, "
I read about the retirement of Everett Alms , superPauley said .
visor of the physical plant.
The chief admitted to being a Phantom grou pie.
He made off with Phantom "evidence" like the
Alms, who has lorded over the Eastern
smokestack for something like 6,000 years , said his
Mickey Mouse watch hands, kept � file of secret letters from our masked hero , a n d even had a secret
fondest wish was to shake the Phantom's han d .
So I decided to make Alms' day . I know the iden- - code he and the phantom used to reveal imposters ,
of which there were many .
tity of the Phantom and thought it was time
- to spill
And yes , l know the code . N o , I won't tell . Not
my guts.
yet, anyway.
Over many beers and after as many years of
The chief and the Phantom also had a secret
mutual admiration , an old roommate confessed to
agreement . If the Phantom's trickery resulted in any
me just before graduation , he was the Phantom . It
damage , the Phantom would privately pay up with
was more shocking than passing an art history
the chief being the bagman .
course . I LIVED with the Phantom!
Besides swearing me to secrecy , he told an amaz"He was a great morale builder for the .university.
My personal opinion is the powers that be loved his
ing tale of duplicity on the part of the university
humor . Those were the g(>od old days , " the chief
itself . Old Main , he said , knew his identity . Campus
said .
police had nabbed the Phantom dropping a banner
The chief and I decided to share one special fact
off the side of the fieldhouse welcoming alumni to
H omecom ing .
about the Phantom . But chief, I've changed my
I had never checked out his story because I knew
mind . Let's keep that one between me and you and
it was true . But for the sake of accuracy and to set
the masked man .
And we miss you Phantom .
an example for student reporters , I checked it out . I
called John Pauley , the retired campus police chief .

1 4 1 4 6th St .
1 blk N . of Old Main
348-82 1 8 ·

Suntan Parlor

L_o wer Prices for

Ta � �ing
$35/10Sessions
l week
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The most exciting
few hours
you'll spend all week.
Ru n . Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead .
And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook .
Enroll i n Army ROTC
as one of your electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Add ROTC to your schedule
Any questions contact
Captain Miller at 58 1 -5944

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC CORPS

\N;'ltrh fo r The Dailv Eastern

News Housing Guide com i ng March 13.

